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Abstract
We study the statistical limits of both detecting and estimating a rank-one deformation of a symmetric
random Gaussian tensor. We establish upper and lower bounds on the critical signal-to-noise ratio, under
a variety of priors for the planted vector: (i) a uniformly sampled unit vector, (ii) i.i.d. ±1 entries, and
(iii) a sparse vector where a constant fraction ρ of entries are i.i.d. ±1 and the rest are zero. For each of
these cases, our upper and lower bounds match up to a 1+o(1) factor as the order d of the tensor becomes
large. For sparse signals (iii), our bounds are also asymptotically tight in the sparse limit ρ→ 0 for any
fixed d (including the d = 2 case of sparse PCA). Our upper bounds for (i) demonstrate a phenomenon
reminiscent of the work of Baik, Ben Arous and Pe´che´: an ‘eigenvalue’ of a perturbed tensor emerges
from the bulk at a strictly lower signal-to-noise ratio than when the perturbation itself exceeds the bulk;
we quantify the size of this effect. We also provide some general results for larger classes of priors. In
particular, the large d asymptotics of the threshold location differs between problems with discrete priors
versus continuous priors. Finally, for priors (i) and (ii) we carry out the replica prediction from statistical
physics, which is conjectured to give the exact information-theoretic threshold for any fixed d.
Of independent interest, we introduce a new improvement to the second moment method for conti-
guity, on which our lower bounds are based. Our technique conditions away from rare ‘bad’ events that
depend on interactions between the signal and noise. This enables us to close
√
2-factor gaps present in
several previous works.
1 Introduction
Among the central problems in random matrix theory is to determine the spectral properties of spiked or
deformed random matrix ensembles. Introduced by Johnstone [Joh01], such matrices consist of a random
matrix (e.g. Wigner or Wishart) with a low-rank perturbation. These distributions serve as models for
data consisting of “signal plus noise” and thus, results on these models form the basis of our theoretical
understanding of principal components analysis (PCA) throughout the sciences.
Perhaps the most studied phenomenon in these spiked ensembles is the transition first examined by
[BBP05] in the Wishart setting. We will be interested in the Wigner analogue: if W is a Gaussian Wigner
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matrix1 and x is a unit vector (the ‘spike’), the spectrum of the spiked matrix λxx⊤+W undergoes a sharp
phase transition at λ = 1 (see e.g. [Pe´c06, FP07, CDMF09, BGN11]). Namely, when λ ≤ 1, many properties
of the spectrum resemble those of a random (‘unspiked’) matrix: the empirical distribution of eigenvalues
is semicircular and the top eigenvalue concentrates about 2. When λ > 1, however, the spectrum becomes
indicative of the spike: a single eigenvalue exceeds 2, exiting the semicircular bulk, and the associated
eigenvector is correlated with the spike (and the precise correlation is known).
We emphasize that this ‘BBP-style’ transition [BBP05] exhibits a push-out effect: the top eigenvalue of
a random Wigner matrix is 2 (in the high-dimensional limit), but one only needs to add a planted signal of
spectral norm 1 before it becomes visible in the spectrum [FP07]. Once λ > 1, the planted signal aligns well
enough with fluctuations of the random matrix in order to create an eigenvalue greater than 2.
More recent work shows a second, statistical role of this λ = 1 threshold: not only does the top eigenvalue
fail to distinguish the spiked and unspiked models for λ < 1, but in fact every hypothesis test fails with
constant probability [OMH13, MRZ15, PWBM16]. Thus, this transition indicates the point at which the
spiked and unspiked models become markedly different.
It is natural to ask how the phenomena above generalize to tensors of higher order. Such tensors lack
a well-behaved spectral theory, and many standard tools of random matrix theory (e.g. the method of
resolvents) fail to cleanly generalize. However, there remain a number of interesting probabilistic questions
to ask in this setting:
• Is there a sharp transition point for λ, below which the spiked model resembles the unspiked model?
In particular, we compare the Wigner tensor model (entries of W are Gaussian, i.i.d. apart from per-
mutation symmetry; see Definition 1.1) to a spiked analogue T = λx⊗d+W . Previous work of [MRZ15]
provides a bound on λ below which these two models are information-theoretically indistinguishable.
On the other hand, [RM14] notes that once λ exceeds the injective norm (defined below) of the noise,
the spiked and unspiked models can be distinguished via injective norm. There remained a
√
2-factor
gap between these bounds as the order d → ∞. In this paper, we improve both the lower and upper
bounds, saving an asymptotic
√
2 factor in the lower bound, and thus obtaining a (1+ o(1)) factor gap
as d→∞; see Figure 1.
• By analogy with the top eigenvalue (spectral norm) of a random matrix, what is the injective norm
‖T ‖ , max
‖x‖=1
〈T, x⊗d〉
of a spiked Wigner d-tensor?
For unspiked tensors, the value of the injective norm was predicted by [CS92] through non-rigorous
methods from statistical physics, and was later rigorously proven [Tal06a, ABCˇ13, Sub15]. However,
the spiked question has not been studied to our knowledge. Our statistical lower bound shows in
particular that the injective norm of a spiked tensor remains identical to this value for all λ below a
critical value. However, starting slightly above this critical value, our work provides a strong lower
bound on the injective norm of the spiked model T = λx⊗d +W , which exceeds the injective norm of
the unspiked model.
• Do tensors exhibit a BBP-style push-out effect, and if so, how large is it?
We show that the injective norm of a spiked tensor exceeds that of an unspiked tensor strictly before
the injective norm of the spike exceeds that of the noise, much as the λ = 1 threshold in the matrix
case strictly precedes the spectral norm of 2 in the noise. We identify the asymptotic size of this gap
as the order d becomes large, up to a small constant factor.
Much as random matrix theory provides a theoretical foundation for PCA, these questions probe at the
statistical limits of tensor PCA, the estimation of a low-rank spike from a spiked tensor. Such problems
1W is symmetric with off-diagonal entries N (0, 1/n), diagonal entries N (0, 2/n), and all entries independent (except for
symmetry).
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Figure 1: Critical SNR values λ as a function of the tensor order d. Left: the spherical prior; from
top to bottom, black: the injective norm µd of a noise tensor (see Theorem 3.3); red: our upper
bound Λ∗sph,d (Corollary 3.5); dashed: replica prediction for the exact threshold (Appendix B);
green: our lower bound λ∗sph,d (Theorem 3.2); blue: the lower bound of [MRZ15] which is loose by
a factor of
√
2 for large d. Right: the Rademacher prior; from top to bottom, red: our upper bound
(Theorem 1.4); dashed: replica prediction, which is a rigorous upper bound (see Appendix B);
green: our lower bound λ∗Rad,d (Theorem 4.5).
arise naturally in topic modeling [AGH+14], in the study of hypergraphs [DBKP11], and more generally in
moment-based approaches to estimation, when it may be desirable to detect low-rank structure in higher
empirical moments. As many such problems involve extra structure such as sparsity in the signal, we allow
the spike to be drawn from various priors, such as a distribution of sparse vectors. For each prior, we will
investigate the detection problem of distinguishing the spiked and unspiked models, as well as the recovery
problem of estimating the spike.
Our techniques and prior work. We will prove information-theoretic lower bounds using the second
moment method associated with the statistical notion of contiguity. By computing a particular second
moment, one can show that the spiked and unspiked models are contiguous, implying that they cannot
be reliably distinguished. This second moment method originated in the study of random graphs (see e.g.
[Wor99, RW94, Jan95, MRRW97]) but has since been applied to various average-case computational problems
such as the stochastic block model [MNS15, BMNN16], submatrix localization [BMV+17], Gaussian mixture
clustering [BMV+17], synchronization problems over compact groups [PWBM16], and even spiked tensor
PCA [MRZ15] and sparse PCA [BMV+17]. However, many of the previous results are not tight in particular
asymptotic regimes. In fact, there are many instances where curiously, in certain regimes they are loose by
precisely a factor of
√
2 in the signal-to-noise ratio λ [MRZ15, BMNN16, BMVX16, PWBM16].
Our main technical contribution is a modification of the second moment method that closes (at least
some of) these gaps. Specifically, we close the gap for spherically-spiked2 tensor PCA in the limit of large
tensor order [MRZ15], and the gap3 for sparse PCA in the limit of low sparsity [BMVX16]. Our technique,
which we call noise conditioning, is based on conditioning away from rare bad events that depend jointly
on the signal and noise. We expect that this technique can also be used to close several other
√
2-factor
gaps of the same nature. Another application in which we have found noise conditioning to be fruitful is in
contiguity results for the Rademacher-spiked Wishart model [PWBM16]. For this probem the basic second
moment method struggles quite badly because, due to a certain symmetry, it gives the same results for
the positively- and negatively-spiked regimes, even though these two regimes have very different thresholds;
the noise conditioning method is able to break this symmetry, yielding tight or almost-tight results in both
2Here, the spike is a uniformly random unit vector.
3A more recent update [BMV+17] independently closes the asymptotic
√
2-factor gap from [BMVX16], using a different
modification of the second moment method.
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Figure 2: Upper and lower bounds for the critical λ value in sparse Rademacher PCA (d = 2) as
a function of sparsity ρ. Note that λ = 1 corresponds to the eigenvalue transition above which
efficient algorithms (such as PCA) are known to succeed. From top to bottom, red: MLE upper
bound (Theorem 1.5, first due to [BMV+17]); dashed: replica prediction of [LKZ15] which has
been rigorously shown to be correct for the weak recovery problem [KXZ16, BDM+16, LM16];
green: our noise conditioning lower bound λ∗spRad(ρ),d (Theorem 4.10); blue: our lower bound
without noise conditioning [PWBM16]; purple: lower bound of [BMVX16] (equations (33),(34)
in [BMVX16]). In the limit ρ → 0, noise conditioning (green) achieves the correct asymptotic
behavior (matching the upper bound) whereas the blue and purple curves are loose by a factor of√
2.
regimes.
Our noise conditioning method is somewhat reminiscent of other modified second moment methods
that have appeared in other contexts such as branching Brownian motion [Bra78], branching random walks
[Aı¨d13, BDZ14], the Gaussian free field [BDG01, BZ12, BDZ16], cover times for random walks [DPRZ04], and
thresholds for random satisfiability problems (e.g. k-colorability, k-sat) [COZ12, COP12, COV13, COP13,
COP16].
Our upper bound for the spherical prior, via a lower bound on the spiked injective norm, is based on a
direct analysis of how vectors close to the spike can align constructively with fluctuations in the noise to
produce a larger injective norm than the spike alone. In particular, we consider how such vectors align with
submatrices of the given tensor, and leverage existing results from spiked matrix models. Upper bounds for
structured priors are obtained through na¨ıve union bounds on the maximum likelihood value.
A variety of other techniques originating from statistical physics have also been successful in tackling
structured inference or optimization problems involving large random systems, including random matrices
and tensors. For instance, random tensors are intimately connected to spin glasses with d-spin interactions
[Gar85, CS92]. The so-called replica method gives extremely precise non-rigorous solutions to these types
of problems (see [MM09] for an introduction). In some cases, such as the celebrated Parisi formula for the
ground state of a Sherrington–Kirkpatrick spin glass4, the replica prediction has been rigorously proven to
4This can be thought of as the maximum value of x⊤Wx over x ∈ {±1}n where W is a Gaussian Wigner matrix.
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be correct [Tal06b]; we also rigorously know the injective norm of a random tensor of any order (in the high-
dimensional limit), as well as various structural properties of the critical points of the associated maximization
problem [Tal06a, ABCˇ13, Sub15]. Furthermore, for a variety of structured spiked matrix problems such as
sparse PCA (with constant-fraction sparsity), the statistically-optimal mean squared error can be exactly
characterized in the high-dimensional limit for any level of sparsity and any signal-to-noise ratio [KXZ16,
BDM+16, LM16]. Additionally, [KM09] implies bounds on the statistical threshold for tensor PCA with a
{±1}-valued spike (which we discuss in Appendix B). Some key techniques used in the above works include
Guerra interpolation [Gue03], the Kac–Rice formula (see [ABCˇ13]), and the approximate message passing
(AMP) framework [DMM09, DMM10, BM11, JM13] (see also [DM14, DAM16, MR16, BDM+16]).
In comparison to these techniques from statistical physics, the second moment method for contiguity
typically does not yield results that are as sharp, but it has the advantage of being quite simple and
widely applicable. In particular, it can be applied to problems such as the sparse stochastic block model
[MNS15, BMNN16] (constant average degree) for which various techniques in statistical physics do not seem
to apply (see e.g. [DAM16, LM16]). Another advantage of the second moment method is that it addresses
the detection problem instead of only the recovery problem, and furthermore implies bounds on hypothesis
testing power below the detection threshold [PWBM16]. (However, unlike e.g. AMP, the second moment
method only tells us about the threshold for nontrivial recovery and not the optimal recovery error at each
value of λ above the threshold.)
We remark that our results on statistical indistinguishability have concrete implications for various prob-
abilistic quantities. In particular, for any quantity that converges in probability to a constant under the
spiked and unspiked models (such as the injective norm), the limiting values must agree throughout the
subcritical region of the spiked model (signal strength below the detection threshold)5. For example, in
the unspiked model, [ABCˇ13, Sub15] give a detailed description of the energy landscape, i.e. the number of
critical points of x 7→ 〈T, x⊗d〉 of any given value and index; our results immediately imply that the same
is true for subcritical spiked tensors. An interesting problem, that we largely do not address here, is to
characterize the energy landscape above the detection threshold.
It is important to note that we are studying information-theoretic limits rather than computational ones.
All of the upper bounds in this paper are inefficient algorithms such as exhaustive search over all possible
spikes. There is good evidence in the form of sum-of-squares lower bounds that there is a significant gap
between what is possible statistically and what is possible computationally for tensor PCA and related
problems [HSS15, BHK+16]. The d = 2 case of matrices is of course an exception; in this case spectral
algorithms achieve the optimal detection and recovery threshold in many cases. Various efficient algorithms
for spiked tensor PCA are considered by [RM14], but (as is believed to be necessary) these operate only in
a regime that is quite far from the information-theoretic threshold.
1.1 Preliminaries
Definition 1.1. We define a Wigner tensor W ∈ Rnd of order d by the following sampling procedure: an
asymmetric precursor W ′ ∈ Rnd is drawn with entries sampled i.i.d. from N (0, 2/n), and is then averaged
over all permutations of the indices to form a symmetric tensor W . Thus, the distribution of W has density
proportional to exp(−n4 〈W,W 〉) on the space of symmetric tensors. We denote this distribution by WT(d).
Note that a typical entry ofW (with no repeated indices) is distributed asN (0, 2/nd!), and for any unit vector
x we have 〈x⊗d,W 〉 ∼ N (0, 2/n). This normalization agrees with that of [MRZ15], but other conventions
exist in the literature.
Let the prior X = {Xn} be a family of distributions (one for each n) over unit vectors x ∈ Rn, ‖x‖ = 1.
Define the spiked distribution WT(d, λ,X ) by T = λx⊗d + W , where x is drawn from X , λ ≥ 0 is a
signal-to-noise parameter, and W is drawn from WT(d).
5In fact, for tensors of order d ≥ 3 we show that the unspiked and subcritical-spiked distributions differ by o(1) in total
variation distance (in the high-dimensional limit), implying that any quantity with a limit in distribution must converge to the
same distribution under both models.
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The injective norm of a d-tensor T is defined as ‖T ‖ = max〈x⊗d, T 〉 over unit vectors x. For each d ≥ 2
it is known that the injective norm ‖WT(d)‖ of a random tensor converges in probability to a particular
value µd (see Theorem 3.3) [CS92, Tal06a, ABCˇ13, RM14, Sub15]. For d = 2 we have µ2 = 2, the spectral
norm of a Wigner matrix. We also have, for instance, µ3 ≈ 2.3433, and µd = (1 + o(1))
√
2 log d as d→∞.
In the matrix case (d = 2) we have the following classical eigenvalue transition for spiked Wigner matrices.
Theorem 1.2 ([Pe´c06, FP07, CDMF09, BGN11]). Let T = λxx⊤ +W where x is a unit vector in Rn and
W is an n × n Gaussian Wigner matrix (symmetric with off-diagonal entries N (0, 1/n), diagonal entries
N (0, 2/n), and all entries independent up to symmetry).
• If λ ≤ 1, the top eigenvalue of T converges almost surely to 2 as n → ∞, and the top eigenvector v
(unit-norm) has trivial correlation with the spike: 〈v, x〉2 → 0 almost surely.
• If λ > 1, the top eigenvalue converges almost surely to λ + 1/λ > 2 and v has nontrivial correlation
with the spike: 〈v, x〉2 → 1− 1/λ2 almost surely.
All of our results will consider the n → ∞ limit. We will be interested in the following detection and
recovery problems. For the detection problems, we are given a single sample from either the spiked distri-
bution WT(d, λ,X ) or the corresponding unspiked distribution WT(d) (say each is chosen with probability
1/2) and our goal is to decide which distribution the sample came from.
• Strong detection: Distinguish between the spiked and unspiked distributions with success probability
1− o(1) as n→∞.
• Weak detection: Distinguish between the spiked and unspiked distributions with success probability
1
2 + ε as n→∞, for some ε > 0 that does not depend on n.
• Weak recovery: Given a sample from the spiked model, output a unit vector x̂ with nontrivial
correlation with the spike: E[〈x, x̂〉d] ≥ ε for some ε > 0 that does not depend on n.
Note that the exponent of d in 〈x, x̂〉d captures the fact that when d is even we can only hope to learn the
spike up to a global sign flip.
The three problems above are related as follows. Clearly strong detection implies weak detection, but
there is no formal connection between detection and recovery in general (see e.g. [BMV+17] for a simple
counterexample). Typically, however, strong detection and weak recovery tend to be equivalent in the sense
that they exhibit the same threshold for λ above which they are possible. For spiked tensors with d ≥ 3, we
will see that this also tends to coincide with the weak detection threshold. However, for matrices (d = 2),
weak detection is actually possible below the strong detection threshold; in fact it is possible for any λ > 0
simply by inspecting the trace of the matrix.
1.2 Summary of results
Our results apply to a wide range of spike priors, but here we present specific results for three priors:
(i) the spherical prior Xsph, in which x is drawn uniformly from the unit sphere in Rn,
(ii) the Rademacher prior XRad, in which the entries of x are drawn i.i.d. from {±1/√n},
(iii) the sparse Rademacher prior XspRad(ρ) for ρ ∈ (0, 1], in which a random support of exactly ρn entries
is chosen uniformly, and those entries of x are drawn i.i.d. from {±1/√ρn} (with all other entries 0).
Although we will give bounds for every d, our results are most precisely stated in the limit d→∞ in which
case the lower and upper bounds match asymptotically.
Theorem 1.3 (Spherical prior, large d). Consider the spherical prior Xsph. There exist bounds λ∗sph,d and
Λ∗sph,d, both behaving as
√
2 log d+ o(1) as d→∞, and with Λ∗sph,d < µd for each d, such that
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• if λ < λ∗sph,d then weak detection and weak recovery are impossible,
• if λ > Λ∗sph,d then strong detection and weak recovery are possible.
Recall that µd is the value of the injective norm of WT(d), which also behaves as
√
2 log d + o(1); see
Theorem 3.3 for a formal statement, including the value of µd. Explicit formulas for the bounds are given
by Theorem 3.2 (λ∗sph,d) and Theorem 3.4 (Λ
∗
sph,d). We obtain more detailed asymptotic descriptions in
Appendix A:
µ2d = 2 log d+ 2 log log d+ 2 + o(1),
(Λ∗sph,d)
2 = 2 log d+ 2 log log d+ o(1),
(λ∗sph,d)
2 = 2 log d+ 2 log log d+ 2− 4 log 2 + o(1)
in the limit d → ∞. Hence the quantities µd, Λsph,d, and λsph,d all behave as
√
2 log d + o(1). Our lower
bound closes a
√
2-factor gap in [MRZ15]. A non-rigorous calculation via the replica method (Appendix B)
suggests that the true statistical threshold matches the asymptotics 2 log d + 2 log log d + o(1) of the upper
bound. These various quantities are depicted in Figure 1.
It is clear that once λ > µd, strong detection is possible (by thresholding the injective norm). Our upper
bound implies that for each d, the spherically-spiked and unspiked tensor models can be distinguished as
soon as λ > Λ∗sph,d, a threshold strictly below µd; indeed, we show (Theorem 3.4) that the injective norm
of WT(d, λ,Xsph) exceeds that of WT(d) for such λ. This mirrors the eigenvalue transition for d = 2 (see
Theorem 1.2), in which an eigenvalue leaves the spectrum bulk when λ > 1, exhibiting a gap from when the
spike exceeds the bulk in spectral norm at λ = 2. The results above imply that the size of this “BBP gap”
lies between µd − Λ∗sph,d and µd − λ∗sph,d and is therefore of order 1/
√
log d as d→∞.
We now present our results for discrete priors. One qualitative difference from the above is that for
discrete priors, the statistical threshold tends to remain bounded as d→∞:
Theorem 1.4 (Rademacher prior, large d). Consider the Rademacher prior XRad. There exists a bound
λ∗Rad,d, with limd→∞ λ
∗
Rad,d = 2
√
log 2, such that
• if λ < λ∗Rad,d then weak detection and weak recovery are impossible,
• if λ > 2√log 2 then strong detection and weak recovery are possible.
Theorem 1.5 (Sparse Rademacher prior, large d). Consider the sparse Rademacher prior XspRad(ρ) with
ρ ∈ (0, 1] fixed. There exists a bound λ∗spRad(ρ),d, with limd→∞ λ∗spRad(ρ),d = 2
√
H(ρ) + ρ log 2, such that
• if λ < λ∗spRad(ρ),d then weak detection and weak recovery are impossible,
• if λ > 2√H(ρ) + ρ log 2 then strong detection and weak recovery are possible.
Here H denotes the binary entropy: H(ρ) = −ρ log ρ− (1− ρ) log(1− ρ).
See Theorems 4.5 and 4.10 for explicit formulas for the lower bounds. The upper bounds follow from
Proposition 4.1. We remark that the hardest case for sparse Rademacher is ρ = 2/3 (maximizing H(ρ) +
ρ log 2), where the three types of entries (1/
√
ρn,−1/√ρn, 0) occur in equal proportion. In the above three
cases (spherical, Rademacher, sparse Rademacher), the lower and upper bounds agree up to a 1+o(1) factor
as d→∞. The bounds λ∗,Λ∗ for each d are described as finite-dimensional optimization problems and are
easy to compute numerically. See Figure 1 for a comparison of the bounds for various values of d.
The special case of d = 2 has been previously understood for the spherical and Rademacher priors
[DAM16, MRZ15, PWBM16]. Namely, the threshold for both strong detection and weak recovery occurs
precisely at λ = 1, matching the eigenvalue transition.
Another asymptotic regime that we consider is the sparse Rademacher prior with d fixed and sparsity
ρ→ 0, i.e. the limit of extremely sparse vectors.
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Theorem 1.6 (Sparse Rademacher prior, ρ→ 0). Fix d ≥ 2 and consider XspRad(ρ). There exists a bound
λ∗spRad(ρ),d that behaves as 2
√−ρ log ρ+O(ρ) in the limit ρ→ 0, such that
• if λ < λ∗spRad(ρ),d then strong detection is impossible,
• if λ > 2√H(ρ) + ρ log 2 = 2√−ρ log ρ+O(ρ) then strong detection and weak recovery are possible.
For d ≥ 3, the lower bound also rules out weak detection and weak recovery.
The d = 2 case of the above theorem was previously considered by [BMVX16] where they give a tight upper
bound and a lower bound that is loose6 by a factor of
√
2. Here we close the
√
2 gap by improving the lower
bound. Our upper bounds for discrete priors are straightforward generalizations of their upper bound, based
on exhaustive search over all possible spikes. The recovery problem for the sparse Rademacher prior (with
d = 2) has also been studied using tools from statistical physics. In particular, the weak recovery threshold is
known exactly, as well as the optimal recovery quality at each value of λ [LKZ15, KXZ16, BDM+16, LM16].
(These results actually consider a variant of the sparse Rademacher prior where the entries of the spike are
i.i.d. but we believe this does not change the information-theoretic limits of the problem.) See Figure 2 for
a comparison of bounds for d = 2 sparse Rademacher.
In Appendix B, we present non-rigorous calculations through the replica method, predicting the precise
location of the phase transition for each d, in the spherical and Rademacher cases. We have high confidence
in the correctness of these predictions since replica predictions have been rigorously shown to be correct in
various related settings (e.g. [Tal06b, Tal06a, KXZ16, BDM+16, LM16]). For the Rademacher prior, it can
be deduced from [KM09] that the replica prediction is a rigorous upper bound on the true threshold; see
Appendix B.
Our upper bounds for discrete priors (Rademacher and sparse Rademacher) are obtained by straightfor-
ward analysis of the MLE (maximum likelihood estimator), i.e. the non-efficient procedure that enumerates
all possible spikes and tests which one is most likely. Our upper bound for the spherical prior showing strict
separation from the injective norm, is proven by harnessing known properties of the d = 2 case (eigenvalue
transition in spiked matrices). Our lower bound techniques are discussed in the next section.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the main tools used in our lower
bounds, including the statement of our main lower bound theorem (Theorem 2.6) along with a sketch of
its proof using our noise conditioning method. In Section 3 we prove our lower and upper bounds for the
spherical prior (assuming Theorem 2.6). In Section 4 we prove our lower and upper bounds for discrete
priors (again assuming Theorem 2.6), including the Rademacher and sparse Rademacher priors. In Section 5
we prove Theorem 2.6. Some results are deferred to the appendix, including the replica calculations for the
spherical and Rademacher priors (Appendix B).
2 Lower bound techniques
2.1 χ2-divergence, contiguity, and non-recovery
χ2-divergence and TV distance For probability distributions P and Q, with P absolutely continuous
with respect to Q, the χ2-divergence is defined as
χ2(P || Q) = E
Q
[(
dP
dQ
)2]
− 1.
When P,Q are continuous distributions with densities p, q respectively, note that this is simply
χ2(P || Q) = E
y∼Q
[(
p(y)
q(y)
)2]
− 1.
6A more recent update [BMV+17] independently closes the asymptotic
√
2-factor gap from [BMVX16], using a different
modification of the second moment method.
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Let Pn = WTn(d, λ,X ) be the spiked ensemble, and let Qn = WTn(d) be its unspiked analogue. Our
lower bounds will proceed by bounding χ2(Pn || Qn) (or slight variants) and drawing various conclusions
from the value.
For tensors of order d ≥ 3, we will bound the TV (total variation) distance via the inequality
TV(Pn, Qn) ≤ 2
√
χ2(Pn || Qn). (1)
In particular, if we can establish that χ2(Pn || Qn) = o(1) as n → ∞, it follows that TV(Pn, Qn) = o(1),
implying that weak detection is impossible.
χ2-divergence and contiguity For matrices (d = 2), we cannot hope to show TV(Pn, Qn) = o(1) because
weak detection is possible for all λ > 0 using the trace of the matrix. We instead show lower bounds against
strong detection, using the notion of contiguity introduced by Le Cam [LC60].
Definition 2.1 ([LC60]). Let Pn, Qn be sequences of distributions defined on the measurable space (Ωn,Fn).
We say that Pn is contiguous to Qn, and write Pn ⊳Qn, if for any sequence An of events with Qn(An)→ 0
as n→∞, we also have Pn(An)→ 0 as n→∞.
Note that Pn ⊳ Qn implies that strong detection is impossible; to see this, suppose we had a distinguisher
and let An be the event that it outputs ‘Pn’ to arrive at a contradiction. (The definition of contiguity is
asymmetric but contiguity in either direction implies that strong detection is impossible.)
The following second moment method connects the χ2-divergence with contiguity.
Lemma 2.2 (see e.g. [MRZ15, BMV+17]). If χ2(Pn || Qn) = O(1) as n→∞, then Pn ⊳Qn.
This is referred to as a second moment method due to the “second moment” EQn
(
dPn
dQn
)2
appearing in the
definition of χ2-divergence.
Proof. Let An be a sequence of events. Using Cauchy–Schwarz,
Pn(An) =
∫
An
dPn
dQn
dQn ≤
√∫
An
(
dPn
dQn
)2
dQn ·
√∫
An
dQn.
The bound on χ2-divergence implies that the first factor on the right-hand side is bounded. This means if
Qn(An)→ 0 then also Pn(An)→ 0.
To summarize, we now know that if the χ2-divergence is o(1) then weak detection is impossible, and if
the χ2-divergence is O(1) then strong detection is impossible.
We remark that computing χ2(Qn || Pn) seems significantly harder than computing χ2(Pn || Qn) (where
Pn is spiked and Qn is unspiked). Establishing contiguity in the opposite direction Qn⊳Pn typically requires
additional work such as the small subgraph conditioning method (see e.g. [MNS15, BMNN16, Wor99]). Our
methods will only require us to compute χ2-divergence in the ‘easy’ direction.
χ2-divergence and conditioning It turns out that in some cases, the χ2-divergence can be dominated
by extremely rare ‘bad’ events, causing it to be unbounded even though Pn ⊳ Qn. Towards fixing this,
a key observation is that if we replace Pn by a modified distribution P˜n that only differs from Pn with
probability o(1) as n → ∞ (i.e. TV(Pn, P˜n) = o(1)), this does not affect whether or not the detection
and recovery problems can be solved. Therefore, by choosing P˜ to condition on the high-probability ‘good’
events we can hope to make χ2(P˜n || Qn) controlled even in some cases when χ2(Pn || Qn) is not. If we
can show χ2(P˜n || Qn) = O(1) it follows that P˜n ⊳ Qn, which implies Pn ⊳ Qn as desired. Prior work
(e.g. [BMNN16, BMVX16, PWBM16]) has applied this conditioning technique to ‘good’ events depending
on the spike x; specifically, P˜n enforces that the entries of x occur in close-to-typical proportions. As the
main technical novelty of the current work, we introduce a technique that we call noise conditioning where
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we condition on ‘good’ events that depend jointly on the spike x and the noise W . Specifically, we require
〈W,x⊗d〉 to have close-to-typical value. This method will allow us to obtain asymptotically tight lower
bounds in cases where prior work [MRZ15, BMVX16] has been loose by a constant factor of
√
2. The noise
conditioning method is discussed further in Section 2.4.
χ2-divergence and non-recovery First consider the case d ≥ 3 where we are able to show TV(Pn, Qn) =
o(1) as n → ∞. It follows immediately that weak recovery is impossible, provided that weak recovery is
impossible in the unspiked model Qn. Weak recovery is of course impossible in Qn for any reasonable spike
prior, and if we had an ‘unreasonable’ prior then we should not have had TV(Pn, Qn) = o(1) in the first
place. Our non-recovery proof in Section 5.5 makes this precise, showing that for the spiked tensor model,
if TV(Pn, Qn) = o(1) then weak recovery is impossible.
In the case d = 2, non-recovery is less straightforward. Various works have forged a connection between
bounded χ2-divergence and non-recovery [BMNN16, BMVX16]. For a wide class of problems with additive
Gaussian noise, Theorem 4 of [BMVX16] implies that if the χ2-divergence is O(1) then weak recovery is
impossible. Unfortunately their result cannot be immediately applied in our setting because, due to our
noise conditioning technique, we do not exactly have an additive Gaussian noise model. We will leave the
proof of non-recovery for d = 2 for future work, although we strongly believe it to be true (in the same
regime where strong detection is impossible).
2.2 Large deviation rate functions
Our lower bounds on tensor PCA problems will depend on the prior through tail probabilities of the corre-
lation 〈x, x′〉 of two independent spikes drawn from the prior; note that this quantity is typically of order
1/
√
n but may be as large as 1. We require detailed tail information, which we summarize in two objects: a
rate function, describing the asymptotic behavior of deviations of order 1, and a local subgaussian condition
[CCK06], bounding the deviations of size [0, ε] non-asymptotically.
First we define the rate function fX corresponding to a prior X . Intuitively, fX : [0, 1) → [0,∞) is
roughly defined by Pr[〈x, x′〉 ≥ t] ≈ exp(−nfX (t)). More formally, one should think of fX (t) as being equal
to − limn→∞ 1n log Pr[〈x, x′〉 ≥ t] but we will not technically require this in our definition since it will be ok
to use a weaker (smaller) rate function than the ‘true’ one (although we will always use the ‘true’ one in our
examples). For technical reasons, we formally define the rate function as follows.
Definition 2.3. Let X = {Xn} be a prior supported on unit vectors in Rn. For x, x′ drawn independently
from Xn and t ∈ [0, 1), let
fn,X (t) = − 1
n
log Pr[〈x, x′〉 ≥ t].
Suppose we have fn,X (t) ≥ bn,X (t) for some sequence of functions bn,X that converges uniformly on [0, 1) to
fX as n→∞. Then we call such fX the rate function of the prior X .
Remark 2.4. The condition fn,X ≥ bn,X → fX (uniformly) is satisfied if we have a tail bound of the form
Pr[〈x, x′〉 ≥ t] ≤ poly(n) exp(−nfX (t)).
We will assume that the distribution of 〈x, x′〉 is symmetric about zero, so that only the upper tail bound
is required. Note the following basic properties of the rate function (which we can assume without loss
of generality): fX (0) = 0 and fX is monotone increasing. We will see that for continuous priors (such as
the spherical prior), the rate function blows up to infinity at t = 1, whereas for discrete priors (such as
Rademacher) it remains finite at t = 1.
We now present the local subgaussianity condition which gives tighter control of the small deviations.
Definition 2.5. Let X be a prior supported on unit vectors in Rn. We say that X is locally subgaussian
with constant σ2 if for all η > 0, there exists T > 0 with
Pr
x,x′∼X
[〈x, x′〉 ≥ t] . exp
(
− nt
2
2σ2 + η
)
∀t ∈ [0, T ].
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Here A . B means there exists a constant C such that A ≤ CB. (Above, C is allowed to depend on η but
not n.) Note that if 〈x, x′〉 is (σ2/n)-subgaussian, then X is locally subgaussian with constant σ2. However,
the converse is false: for instance, the sparse Rademacher prior with sufficiently small density ρ has a strictly
better local subgaussian constant than its subgaussian constant.
2.3 Main lower bound theorem
The following theorem encapsulates our lower bound result:
Theorem 2.6. Let d ≥ 2, and let X be a prior supported on unit vectors in Rn. Suppose the following holds
for some λ∗ > 0.
(i) The distribution of 〈x, x′〉 (where x, x′ are drawn independently from X ) is symmetric about zero,
(ii) X has a rate function fX ,
(iii) fX (t) ≥ (λ
∗)2
2
td
1+td
for all t ∈ [0, 1),
(iv) X is locally subgaussian with some constant σ2,
(v) if d = 2, λ∗ ≤ 1/σ.
Then for all λ < λ∗:
• WT(d, λ,X ) is contiguous to WT(d), so no hypothesis test to distinguish them achieves full power (i.e.
strong detection is impossible),
• if d ≥ 3, TV(WT(d, λ,X ),WT(d)) = o(1), so every hypothesis test has asymptotically zero power (i.e.
weak detection is impossible),
• if d ≥ 3, no estimator x̂ = x̂(T ), when given a sample T ∼WT(d, λ,X ), achieves expected correlation
E|〈x, x̂〉| (where x is the true spike) bounded above 0 as n→∞ (i.e. weak recovery is impossible).
The proof is deferred to Section 5. The essential condition is (iii) and the others exist for technical reasons.
We remark that condition (v) is simply a slight strengthening of condition (iii) in the following sense.
Proposition 2.7. Let d = 2. Suppose the rate function fX admits a local Chernoff-style tail bound of the
following form: there exists T > 0 such that
Pr[〈x, x′〉 ≥ t] . exp(−nfX (t)) ∀t ∈ [0, T ].
Then condition (iii) implies conditions (iv) and (v).
Note that this is stronger than Remark 2.4 because there is no poly(n) factor.
Proof. Fix η > 0. Let ε > 0, to be chosen later. For all t ∈ [0, T ′] we have t21+t2 ≥ t
2
1+T ′2 and so there exists
T ′ > 0 such that t
2
1+t2 ≥ (1− ε)t2 for all t ∈ [0, T ′]. For t ∈ [0,min(T, T ′)],
Pr[〈x, x′〉 ≥ t] . exp(−nfX (t)) ≤ exp
(
−n (λ
∗)2
2
t2
1 + t2
)
≤ exp
(
−nt
2
2
(λ∗)2(1− ε)
)
.
Choose ε small enough so that this is at most exp
(
− nt22/(λ∗)2+η
)
, the local subgaussian condition.
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2.4 Proof idea: noise conditioning
The proof of our lower bounds hinge on a simple “noise conditioning” modification to the second moment
method (χ2-divergence) for proving contiguity. We have found that this method yields asymptotically tight
bounds in various regimes where the basic second moment method is loose by a factor of
√
2. (Below we
will see how the number
√
2 arises.) We expect that the same idea could be used to close the various other√
2-factor gaps that exist for contiguity arguments in prior work: the sparse stochastic block model in the
regime of a constant number of equally-sized communities with low signal-to-noise [BMNN16]; submatrix
localization in the limit of a large constant number of blocks [BMVX16]; Gaussian mixture clustering with
a large constant number of clusters [BMVX16]; and synchronization over a finite group of large constant
size (with either truth-or-Haar noise or Gaussian noise on all frequencies) [PWBM16]. However, we leave
investigation of these other problems for future work7.
The following is a proof sketch of our main lower bound theorem (Theorem 2.6) using the noise condi-
tioning method. As discussed in Section 2.1, if the second moment EQn
(
dPn
dQn
)2
is bounded as n→∞ then
Pn is contiguity to Qn and so it is impossible to reliably distinguish the two distributions. Taking Pn to be
the spiked tensor model and Qn the corresponding unspiked model, the second moment can be computed to
be
E
Qn
(
dPn
dQn
)2
= E
x,x′∼X
E
T∼Qn
exp
(
nλ
2
〈T, x⊗d + x′⊗d〉 − nλ
2
2
)
(2)
where x, x′ are drawn independently from the prior X . The standard approach used by previous work is
to next apply the Gaussian moment-generating function to compute the expectation over T ∼ Qn in closed
form, yielding
E
x,x′∼X
exp
(
nλ2
2
β
)
(3)
where β = 〈x, x′〉d. Our approach is instead to use the fact that (as discussed in Section 2.1) we can change
Pn to P˜n that excludes low-probability bad events, without affecting contiguity. Specifically, we take P˜n to
condition on (informally) 〈T, x⊗d〉 ≈ λ, which is a high-probability event under Pn. Now, instead of (2), the
second moment can be computed to be
E
Qn
(
dP˜n
dQn
)2
≈ E
x,x′∼X
E
T∼Qn
1〈T,x⊗d〉≈λ1〈T,x′⊗d〉≈λ exp
(
nλ
2
〈T, x⊗d + x′⊗d〉 − nλ
2
2
)
≈ E
x,x′∼X
exp
(
nλ
2
(2λ)− nλ
2
2
)
Pr
T∼Qn
[〈T, x⊗d〉 ≈ 〈T, x′⊗d〉 ≈ λ] ,
which can be computed to be
E
x,x′∼X
exp
(
nλ2
2
β
1 + β
)
(4)
where again β = 〈x, x′〉d. Note that when the contribution from β = 1 dominates, this gives a factor of √2
advantage on λ compared to (3). This explains the gaps of
√
2 present in prior work, and allows us to close
them.
The final step is to bound (4) using the rate function fX of X . Roughly, the rate function gives us the
tail bound Pr[〈x, x′〉 ≥ t] ≈ exp(−nfX (t)). To use this, we write (4) as a tail bound integral and then apply
7The latest version of [BMV+17] closes the asymptotic gaps for sparse PCA and submatrix localization using a different
modification of the second moment method; the problem for Gaussian mixtures remains open, to our knowledge.
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a change of variables:
E
x,x′∼X
exp
(
nλ2
2
β
1 + β
)
=
∫ ∞
0
Pr
[
exp
(
nλ2
2
β
1 + β
)
≥ u
]
du
≃
∫ 1
0
Pr[〈x, x′〉 ≥ t] exp
(
nλ2
2
td
1 + td
)
nλ2
2
dtd−1
(1 + td)2
dt
where u = exp
(
nλ2
2
td
1+td
)
,
≈
∫ 1
0
exp
[
n
(
−fX (t) + λ
2
2
td
1 + td
)]
dt.
Note that this would be bounded as n → ∞ if we had −fX (t) + λ22 t
d
1+td
< 0 for all t ∈ [0, 1], which gives
condition (iii) in Theorem 2.6. Note however that this cannot be satisfied at t = 0 (since fX (t) = 0), so our
proof will require extra work in order to handle the t ∈ [0, ε) interval. This is where the local subgaussianity
condition will be used.
3 Results for the spherical prior
In this section we discuss lower and upper bounds for the spherical prior Xsph, the uniform prior on the unit
sphere.
3.1 Rate function
Lemma 3.1. The spherical prior Xsph has rate function fXsph(t) = − 12 log(1− t2) and is locally subgaussian.
Proof. Note that with x, x′ ∼ Xsph, 12 + 12 〈x, x′〉 ∼ Beta(n2 , n2 ). It follows from subgaussianity of the
beta distribution [Eld16] that 〈x, x′〉 is O(1/n)-subgaussian, so that Xsph is locally subgaussian (with some
constant). Moreover, note that
− 1
n
log Pr[〈x, x′〉 ≥ t] = − 1
n
log I(1−t)/2
(n
2
,
n
2
)
,
where I denotes the incomplete beta function. By equation 8.18.9 from [DLMF], this converges uniformly to
− 12 log(1− t2) on [0, 1). Thus we satisfy the convergence conditions in Definition 2.3, taking bn,X = fn,X .
3.2 Lower bound
We can now complete the lower bound portion of Theorem 1.3. From the discussion above together with
Theorem 2.6, we have the following.
Theorem 3.2. Consider the spherical prior Xsph with d ≥ 3. Let λ∗sph,d be the supremum of all values λ∗
for which
(λ∗)2
2
td
1 + td
≤ −1
2
log(1− t2) ∀t ∈ [0, 1).
Then weak detection and weak recovery are impossible for all λ < λ∗sph,d.
Note that the d = 2 case is already well-understood: strong detection and weak recovery are possible when
λ > 1 and impossible when λ < 1 [MRZ15, PWBM16], matching the eigenvalue transition. (Weak recovery
is possible for all λ > 0 simply by inspecting the trace of the matrix.) In Appendix A we establish the
following asymptotics as d→∞:
(λ∗sph,d)
2 = 2 log d+ 2 log log d+ 2− 4 log 2 + o(1).
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3.3 Upper bound
In this section we prove an upper bound showing that for sufficiently large λ, detection and recovery are
possible in the spherically-spiked tensor model. Indeed, our upper bound will apply to any prior supported
on the unit sphere. Recall that the injective norm of a d-tensor is defined as ‖T ‖ = max‖x‖=1〈x⊗d, T 〉. As
noted by [RM14], as soon as the injective norm λ of the spike exceeds that of the noise, detection and recovery
are possible. We improve on this bound, showing that the injective norm of the spiked model exceeds that
of the unspiked model at a lower threshold. This is achieved by studying how perturbations away from the
spike can line up with fluctuations in the noise to achieve a large injective norm.
For each d, the precise limit value (in probability, as n → ∞) of ‖WT(d)‖ has been non-rigorously
computed using the replica method [CS92]; following [RM14], we refer to this limit value as µd (although
our normalization differs from theirs). This was later proved rigorously, first only for even values of d
[Tal06a, ABCˇ13] (see [RM14] for a summary) and later for all d [Sub15].
Theorem 3.3 ([CS92, Tal06a, ABCˇ13, RM14, Sub15]). Fix d ≥ 3. Define µd = x
√
2/d where x ≥ 2√d− 1
is the unique solution to
2− d
d
− log
(
dz2
2
)
+
d− 1
2
z2 − 2
d2z2
= 0, z(x) =
1
(d− 1)√2d
(
x−
√
x2 − 4(d− 1)
)
. (5)
With probability 1− o(1) as n→∞ we have
‖WT(d)‖ = µd + o(1).
Now suppose T = λx⊗d +W is a spiked d-tensor. Clearly if λ > µd then we will have ‖T ‖ > µd with
probability 1− o(1) and so strong detection is possible by thresholding the injective norm. However, recall
that for matrices (d = 2) this is not tight: µ2 = 2 yet detection is possible for all λ > 1 (see Theorem 1.2).
Our result will imply that for all d it remains true that the detection threshold λ∗ is strictly less than µd,
but the gap between them shrinks as d → ∞. The argument simply harnesses the d = 2 result in a “black
box” fashion (which, perhaps surprisingly, gives quite a good upper bound; see Figure 1). We will first give
a lower bound on the injective norm of a spiked tensor, stronger than the trivial lower bound of λ. This
easily implies results for strong detection and weak recovery (Corollary 3.5 below).
Theorem 3.4. Fix d ≥ 3 and λ ≥ 0. Let X be any prior supported on the unit sphere in Rd. Let
T = λx⊗d +W be a spiked tensor drawn from WT(d, λ,X ). With probability 1− o(1) as n→∞ we have
‖T ‖ ≥ Ld(λ) − o(1)
where
Ld(λ) = max
m∈[0,1]
md
(
λ+
√
2d
d− 1
√
M(1 +M)
)
, M(m) = (d− 1)1−m
2
m2
. (6)
Proof. By Gaussian spherical symmetry we can assume without loss of generality that the spike is x = e1,
the first standard basis vector; thus we write T = λe⊗d1 +W withW ∼WT(d). Writing a general unit vector
as v = me1 +
√
1−m2u, where u ⊥ e1 is a unit vector, we expand v⊗d to write
〈T, v⊗d〉 = λmd +
d∑
i=0
(
d
i
)
md−i(1−m2)i/2〈Wi, u⊗i〉,
where Wi is the sub-tensor of W for which the first i indices are not 1 and the remaining indices are 1.
Note that the Wi are independent. We will choose u to optimize the interactions with W1 and W2,
independently from all other Wi. It follows that for all i 6= 1, 2, the terms 〈Wi, u⊗i〉 are o(1) as n→∞ with
high probability, and we have
〈T, v⊗d〉 = λmd + dmd−1
√
1−m2〈W1, u〉+
(
d
2
)
md−2(1−m2)u⊤W2u+ o(1). (7)
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Specifically, let us take u to be the top eigenvector of the auxiliary spiked matrix
Y = β
d
2
W1W
⊤
1 +
√
d(d− 1)
2
W2
for some parameter β ≥ 1 to be optimized later. Since
√
d
2W1 has norm converging to 1 in probability
and
√
d(d−1)
2 W2 is a Gaussian Wigner matrix, the classical eigenvalue transition for spiked Wigner matrices
(Theorem 1.2) implies that the top eigenvalue u⊤Y u converges almost surely to β + 1/β (as n → ∞), and
the top eigenvector u is correlated with the normalized spike as 〈u,W1
√
d/2〉2 → 1 − 1/β2 almost surely
[Pe´c06, FP07, CDMF09, BGN11]. Noting that
β +
1
β
+ o(1) = u⊤Y u =
βd
2
〈u,W1〉2 +
√
d(d− 1)
2
u⊤W2u,
we solve for u⊤W2u =
√
2
d(d−1) · 2β + o(1) and plug into (7) to obtain
‖T ‖ ≥ 〈v⊗d, T 〉 = λmd +md−1
√
2d(1−m2)(1− 1/β2) +md−2(1 −m2)
√
2d(d− 1)/β + o(1).
To obtain the strongest possible bound, we maximize this expression over all m ∈ [0, 1] and β ≥ 1. We can
optimize in closed form for
β =
(
1 +
m2
(1−m2)(d− 1)
)1/2
.
The result as stated now follows by simple algebra.
Corollary 3.5. Fix d ≥ 3 and λ ≥ 0. Let X be any prior supported on the unit sphere in Rd. Let µd be
given by Theorem 3.3 and let Ld(λ) be defined as in Theorem 3.4. If Ld(λ) > µd then strong detection and
weak recovery are possible for WT(d, λ,X ).
Proof. If T = λx⊗d+W we have ‖T ‖ ≥ Ld(λ)− o(1) with probability 1− o(1) as n→∞. If instead T =W
is unspiked, we have ‖T ‖ ≤ µd + o(1). It follows that strong detection is possible by thresholding ‖T ‖.
To perform weak recovery given T = λx⊗d +W , output the unit vector v maximizing 〈v⊗d, T 〉. With
probability 1− o(1) we have
Ld(λ)− o(1) ≤ ‖T ‖ = 〈v⊗d, T 〉 = λ〈v, x〉d + 〈v⊗d,W 〉 ≤ λ〈v, x〉d + µd + o(1)
and so 〈v, x〉d ≥ 1λ(Ld(λ) − µd) − o(1), which is bounded above 0 as n → ∞ (by assumption). Therefore
weak recovery is possible.
To prove the upper bound portion of Theorem 1.3, we let Λ∗sph,d be the point at which λ > Λ
∗
sph,d implies
Ld(λ) > µd. Note that by considering m = 1 in Theorem 3.4, we obtain that the injective norm of a spiked
tensor is at least the size of the spike (i.e. Ld(λ) ≥ λ), as noted in [RM14]. However, the derivative of (6) at
m = 1 is −∞, implying a strict separation: Ld(λ) > λ and so Λ∗sph,d < µd. Therefore, for any d it is possible
to distinguish the spiked and unspiked models for some λ strictly less than the injective norm of a random
tensor.
In Appendix A we determine asymptotic forms of Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.5. Specifically, the value
µd behaves as d→∞ as
µ2d = 2 log d+ 2 log log d+ 2 + o(1),
while Ld(λ) > µd as soon as λ > Λ
∗
sph,d, with
(Λ∗sph,d)
2 = 2 log d+ 2 log log d+ o(1).
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4 Results for discrete priors
In contrast to the upper and lower bounds discussed in the previous section for the spherical prior, which
diverge with d, the statistical thresholds for discrete priors tend to remain bounded as d → ∞. This
dichotomy is somewhat surprising given that the spherical and Rademacher thresholds agree exactly (λ = 1)
for d = 2. In this section we present some general and some specific results confirming this phenomenon.
In particular, we establish upper and lower bounds under the Rademacher and sparse Rademacher priors,
which match in either of the limits d → ∞ and ρ → 0 (recall that ρ is the density of nonzeros). We thus
establish Theorems 1.4, 1.5, and 1.6.
4.1 Upper bounds
A natural approach to hypothesis testing is the MLE (maximum likelihood estimate), the maximum of
the tensor form over the support of the prior. For discrete priors of exponential cardinality (including
Rademacher and sparse Rademacher), we can control this via a na¨ıve union bound to obtain positive results
for both detection and recovery (similar to [BMVX16]). Note however that this only yields non-efficient
procedures for detection and recovery, since they require exhaustive search over all possible spikes.
Proposition 4.1. Let X be a prior supported on the unit sphere in Rn and with exponential support:
lim sup
n→∞
1
n
log | suppXn| = c.
For any d ≥ 2, when λ > 2√c, there exists a hypothesis test distinguishing WT(d, λ,X ) from WT(d) with
probability o(1) of error as n→∞ (i.e. strong detection is possible) and furthermore there exists an estimator
that achieves nontrivial correlation with the spike (i.e. weak recovery is possible).
Proof. Given a tensor T , consider the maximum likelihood statistic
m = max
v∈suppX
〈T, v⊗d〉. (8)
We will show that thresholdingm suitably yields a hypothesis test that distinguishes the spiked and unspiked
models with o(1) probability of error of either type.
Suppose first that T = λx⊗d +W is drawn from the spiked model WT(d, λ,X ) with spike x. Then
m ≥ 〈T, x⊗d〉 = λ+ 〈W,x⊗d〉 = λ+N (0, 2/n),
which, for any fixed ε > 0, is greater than λ− ε with probability 1− o(1).
On the other hand, suppose that T is drawn from the unspiked model WT(d). Then by taking a union
bound over all v ∈ suppX ,
Pr[m ≥ λ− 2ε] ≤ | suppXn|Pr[〈W, v⊗d〉 ≥ λ− 2ε]
= | suppXn|Pr[N (0, 2/n) ≥ λ− 2ε]
≤ exp
(
n
(
1
n
log | suppXn| − 1
4
(λ− 2ε)2
))
,
and so long as λ > 2
√
c, we can choose ε > 0 such that this probability of error is o(1). Hence, thresholding
m at λ− ε, we obtain a hypothesis test with o(1) probability of error of either type.
In order to perform weak recovery given T = λx⊗d +W , output the v that maximizes (8). From the
analysis above we have with probability 1 − o(1), 〈T, v⊗d〉 ≥ λ − ε and 〈W, v⊗d〉 ≤ λ − 2ε. This means we
have
λ− ε ≤ 〈T, v⊗d〉 = λ〈x, v〉d + 〈W, v⊗d〉 ≤ λ〈x, v〉d + λ− 2ε
and so 〈x, v〉d ≥ ε/λ, implying weak recovery.
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The following MAP (maximum a posteriori) result is stronger for non-uniform priors. Recall that the
Re´nyi entropy of order α ≥ 0 for a discrete random variable X (taking values xi with probability pi) is
Hα(X) =
1
1−α log (
∑
i p
α
i ).
Proposition 4.2. Fix d ≥ 2 and let X be a prior on the unit sphere in Rn, with bounded Re´nyi entropy
density: there exists δ > 0 with
lim sup
n→∞
1
n
H1−δ(X ) <∞.
Suppose furthermore that the varentropy V (X ) , Varx∼X [− logPrX (x)] is o(n2). Let s = lim supn→∞ 1nH1(X ),
the Shannon entropy density. Then when λ > 2
√
s, there exists a hypothesis test distinguishing WT(d, λ,X )
from WT(d) with probability o(1) of error (i.e. strong detection is possible) and furthermore there exists an
estimator that achieves nontrivial correlation with the spike (i.e. weak recovery is possible).
The proof is deferred to Appendix E but the idea is the same as above. Note that as Hα is monotonically
decreasing in α, the Re´nyi entropy bound guarantees that the Shannon entropy density is finite.
4.2 Lower bounds as d→∞
As a corollary of our main lower bound theorem (Theorem 2.6) we have the following lower bound in the
d→∞ limit.
Proposition 4.3. Suppose that X has a rate function fX (t) (Definition 2.3) and is locally subgaussian (with
some constant). Suppose the limit F = limt→1− fX (t) exists. Then for any λ < 2
√
F , it holds for sufficiently
large d that weak detection and weak recovery are impossible.
Note that (assuming fX is continuous at t = 1) we have F = fX (1) = − limn→∞ 1n log(Pr[x = x′]) which is
the collision entropy density.
Proof. By Theorem 2.6, it suffices to show that, for all λ < 2
√
F , it holds for sufficiently large d that
λ2
2
td
1+td
≤ fX (t) for all t ∈ [0, 1). The intuition for the proof is that when d is large, the function td1+td is
essentially zero for most of the interval t ∈ [0, 1) but it jumps sharply up to 12 near t = 1; it follows that only
the value of fX near t = 1 is important.
Let ε > 0, to be chosen later. Provided ε is sufficiently small, local subgaussianity guarantees that
fX (t) ≥ ct2 on [0, ε] for some c > 0; thus λ22 t
d
1+td ≤ fX (t) on [0, ε], for all d ≥ 3.
We next establish that for d sufficiently large we have λ
2
2
td
1+td
≤ fX (t) for all t ∈ [ε, 1 − ε]. We have
fX (ε) > 0 by local subgaussianity and so (by monotonicity of fX ) we have a positive lower bound on fX on
[ε, 1− ε]. By contrast, λ22 t
d
1+td
converges uniformly to 0 on [ε, 1− ε] as d→∞; the claim follows.
It remains to show the bound on [1 − ε, 1). Here fX (t) ≥ fX (1 − ε), while λ22 t
d
1+td ≤ λ
2
4 (since x 7→ x1+x
is increasing on [0, 1]). It is therefore sufficient to choose ε small enough so that fX (1 − ε) ≥ λ24 . This is
possible due to the assumption λ2 < 4F along with the definition of F .
Remark 4.4. This argument goes through even if the collision entropy density F is ∞, in which case we
have that for any λ there exists d such that weak detection and weak recovery are impossible. In other
words, the threshold λ∗ must necessarily go to infinity as d→∞, in contrast to the behavior λ∗ = O(1) for
discrete priors. For instance, recall that the spherical prior has F =∞ and indeed the threshold λ∗ diverges
with d.
4.3 Rademacher prior
Consider the Rademacher prior XRad where each entry of x is drawn i.i.d. from {±1/√n}. In this section we
prove Theorem 1.4 (large d behavior) as well as give an explicit lower bound for each d. The upper bound
is immediate from Proposition 4.1.
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The rate function of XRad follows from Crame´r’s theorem, with the rate function being the convex dual
of the cumulant generating function log cosh(t), which is
fXRad(t) = log 2−H
(
1 + t
2
)
,
where H is the binary entropy: H(p) = −p log p− (1− p) log(1− p). The necessary convergence condition is
satisfied with bn,XRad(t) = fXRad(t), as the bound fn,XRad ≥ fXRad is precisely the Chernoff bound. Moreover,
〈x, x′〉 is an average of n i.i.d. symmetric Rademacher random variables, and thus is 1/n-subgaussian by
Hoeffding’s theorem. Hence XRad is locally subgaussian with constant 1.
The asymptotic lower bound for large d now follows from Proposition 4.3. By Theorem 2.6 we have the
following explicit bound for any fixed d.
Theorem 4.5. Consider the Rademacher prior XRad with d ≥ 3. Let λ∗Rad,d be the supremum of all values
λ∗ for which
(λ∗)2
2
td
1 + td
≤ fXRad(t) ∀t ∈ [0, 1).
Then weak detection and weak recovery are impossible for all λ < λ∗sph,d.
As with the spherical prior, the d = 2 case is already well-understood: strong detection and weak recovery
are possible only above the spectral threshold λ = 1 [DAM16, PWBM16], and weak detection is possible for
all λ > 0 by taking the trace.
4.4 Sparse Rademacher prior
Recall that the sparse Rademacher prior XspRad(ρ) with sparsity ρ ∈ (0, 1] draws the spike x by choosing at
random a subset of exactly ρn out of the n indices, setting these indices to ±1/√ρn at random, and setting
the remaining indices to 0.
Remark 4.6. As in [KXZ16], one can also define a similar i.i.d. prior where each entry is drawn independently
from the appropriate distribution: ±1/√ρn each with probability ρ/2, and 0 with probability 1 − ρ. We
expect that the information theoretic limits are the same for the i.i.d. variant, but in order to apply our
lower bound argument, one should condition on the spike having close-to-typical sparsity anyway. For this
reason, we consider the exact-support version in order to simplify our proof.
We will see that the sparse Rademacher prior XspRad(ρ) has rate function given by
fρ(t) = min
ζ∈[max(ρt,2ρ−1),ρ]
G(ζ) + ζfRad
(
ρt
ζ
)
where
G(ζ) = −H({ζ, ρ− ζ, ρ− ζ, 1− 2ρ+ ζ}) + 2H(ρ)
and where fRad is the Rademacher rate function:
fRad(t) = log 2−H
(
1 + t
2
)
.
Here H(p) = −p log p− (1− p) log(1− p) is the binary entropy and H({p1, . . . , pk}) = −
∑k
i=1 pi log pi.
The intuition behind this rate function is the following. The variable ζ represents the size (as a fraction
of n) of the overlap of the supports of x and x′. The “entropy term” G(ζ) captures the probability that a
particular ζ value occurs: Pr[ζ] ≈ exp(−nG(ζ)). Once we have fixed ζ, the problem reduces to a Rademacher
problem, causing the fRad term to appear. Due to the exponential scaling, the rate function is dominated
by a single value of ζ, hence the minimization. Note that [max(ρt, 2ρ− 1), ρ] is precisely the set of possible
ζ values that can occur given that 〈x, x′〉 ≥ t.
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Remark 4.7. One can similarly derive the rate function for any prior with i.i.d. finitely-supported entries
(say with support size s), conditioned on typical proportions of entries. As in Appendix A of [BMNN16], in
general one needs to optimize over s× s matrices, and the entropy term takes a simple form in terms of the
KL divergence.
The following tail bound shows that fρ satisfies our definition of rate function (see Remark 2.4).
Proposition 4.8. Let x, x′ be drawn independently from the sparse Rademacher prior XspRad(ρ). Then for
any t ∈ [0, 1] we have
Pr[〈x, x′〉 ≥ t] . n3/2 exp(−nfρ(t)).
(Here .means ≤ up to a constant that may depend on ρ but not on any other variable.) The proof is deferred
to Appendix C. The next tail bound improves upon the above by eliminating the polynomial factor n3/2;
however, we only prove it for sufficiently small t. This tail bound implies the local subgaussian condition
with the correct constant for d = 2 (see Proposition 2.7).
Proposition 4.9. For every ρ ∈ (0, 1] there exist constants C, T > 0 such that when x, x′ are drawn
independently from XspRad(ρ), we have
Pr[〈x, x′〉 ≥ t] ≤ C exp(−nfρ(t)) ∀t ∈ [0, T ].
The proof is deferred to Appendix C. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.5 (large d behavior), with
the upper bound following from Proposition 4.1 and the lower bound following from Proposition 4.3. More
explicitly, Theorem 2.6 gives the following lower bound for each d.
Theorem 4.10. Let d ≥ 2. Consider the sparse Rademacher prior XspRad(ρ). Let λ∗spRad(ρ),d be the largest
λ∗ for which
(λ∗)2
2
td
1 + td
≤ fρ(t) ∀t ∈ [0, 1).
If λ < λ∗spRad(ρ),d then strong detection is impossible. If furthermore d ≥ 3, then weak detection and weak
recovery are also impossible.
We next consider the limit ρ→ 0, in which case the lower bound above has the following asymptotics.
Proposition 4.11. Fix d ≥ 2. The threshold λ∗spRad(ρ),d from Theorem 4.10 behaves as
λ∗spRad(ρ),d ≥ 2
√
−ρ log ρ− O(ρ)
in the limit ρ→ 0.
We defer the proof to Appendix D. When combined with the upper bound of Proposition 4.1, this completes
the proof of Theorem 1.6 (ρ→ 0 limit).
5 Proof of Theorem 2.6
5.1 Overview
Let Pn = WTn(d, λ,X ) be the spiked model T = λx⊗d +W , and let Qn = WTn(d) be the corresponding
unspiked model T =W . Recall that x is drawn from a prior X with ‖x‖ = 1. Fix a sequence δ = δ(n) such
that 1√
n
≪ δ ≪ 1; for concreteness, say δ = logn√
n
. Define the ‘good’ event Ω(x, T ) by |〈T, x⊗d〉 − λ| ≤ δ.
Note that under Pn, 〈T, x⊗d〉 ∼ λ+N (0, 2/n) and so Ω(x, T ) occurs with probability 1− o(1) as n→∞.
Let P˜n be the conditional distribution of Pn conditioned on Ω(x, T ). As discussed in Section 2.1, the
idea of our proof is to compute the χ2-divergence and show that it is small (o(1) for d ≥ 3, O(1) for d = 2 as
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n→∞); dropping the additive −1 for now, our goal is to compute the second moment M , EQn
[(
dP˜n
dQn
)2]
.
We have
dP˜n
dQn
(T ) =
(1 + o(1))Ex∼X1Ω(x,T ) exp(−n4 〈T − λx⊗d, T − λx⊗d〉)
exp(−n4 〈T, T 〉)
= (1 + o(1))Ex∼X1Ω(x,T ) exp
(
n
2
〈T, λx⊗d〉 − nλ
2
4
)
and so
M , E
Qn
(
dP˜n
dQn
)2
= (1 + o(1)) E
x,x′∼X
m(x, x′)
where x, x′ are drawn independently from X and
m(x, x′) = E
T∼Qn
1Ω(x,T )1Ω(x′,T ) exp
(
nλ
2
〈T, x⊗d + x′⊗d〉 − nλ
2
2
)
. (9)
We will see that m(x, x′) only depends on β , 〈x, x′〉d and so we will write m(β) , m(x, x′). For technical
reasons we will break down the computation of M = (1 + o(1))Eβ m(β) into two parts depending on the
value of |β|:
• [ε, 1] interval: M1 = Eβ [1|β|∈[ε,1]m(β)]
• [0, ε) interval: M2 = Eβ [1|β|∈[0,ε)m(β)]
where ε > 0 is a small constant (depending on λ but not n) to be chosen later. Note that β ∈ [0, 1] for d
even and β ∈ [−1, 1] for d odd. In the subsequent subsections we bound M1 and M2 separately. We begin
with M1, which is the crux of the proof.
5.2 Interval [ε, 1]
For x, x′ fixed and T ∼ Qn, the joint distribution of (y, y′) , (〈T, x⊗d〉, 〈T, x′⊗d〉) is the bivariate Gaussian
N (0,Σ) where
Σ =
2
n
(
1 β
β 1
)
where, recall, β = 〈x, x′〉d. This distribution has density 12pi |Σ|−1/2 exp
(− 12y⊤Σ−1y) where
|Σ| = 4
n2
(1− β2)
and
Σ−1 =
n
2
(1− β2)−1
(
1 −β
−β 1
)
.
This means we have
m(β) =
∫
y
∫
y′
exp
(
nλ
2
(y + y′)− nλ
2
2
)
n
4pi
(1− β2)−1/2 exp
(
− n
4(1− β2) (y
2 + y′2 − 2βyy′)
)
dy′dy
where the integral is over the square of ‘good’ y, y′ values: |y − λ| ≤ δ, |y′ − λ| ≤ δ. Currently there are
problematic terms that blow up when |β| = 1. The following change of variables is a trick to eliminate this
issue; an alternative approach would be to treat the |β| ∈ [1 − ε, ε] interval separately, bounding m(β) by
m(1). Letting u = 12 (y + y
′) and v = 12 (y − y′) yields
=
n
2pi
(1− β2)−1/2
∫
u
∫
v
exp
[
nλu− nλ
2
2
− n
2
(
u2
1 + β
+
v2
1− β
)]
dv du.
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Relaxing the integration bounds for v to all of R, explicitly compute the integral over v:
≤
√
n
2pi(1 + β)
∫
u
exp
(
nλu− nλ
2
2
− nu
2
2(1 + β)
)
du.
Since |u− λ| ≤ δ we can write u = λ+∆ with |∆| ≤ δ:
=
√
n
2pi(1 + β)
∫
|∆|≤δ
exp
(
n
2
· β
1 + β
(λ2 + 2λ∆)− n∆
2
2(1 + β)
)
du.
Upper bound this expression by removing the last term inside the exponent (which is always negative) and
bounding ∆ by δ:
≤
√
n
2pi(1 + β)
exp
(
n
2
· β
1 + β
(λ2 ± 2λδ)
)
du
where ± has the same sign as β. By computing the derivative with respect to β we see that for |β| ≥ ε and
for sufficiently large n, the above bound is increasing in β. This means that up to a factor of 2 we only need
to consider positive β, in which case 1/
√
1 + β ≤ 1. Letting λ˜ = √λ2 + 2λδ = λ+ o(1), we now have
m(β) . m1(β) ,
√
n exp
(
nλ˜2
2
β
1 + β
)
.
Using m1 we will now bound M1, the contribution of the |β| ∈ [ε, 1] values to the second moment M .
We have
M1 . Eβ [1β∈[ε,1]m1(β)]
=
∫ ∞
r=0
Pr
[
1β∈[ε,1]m1(β) ≥ r
]
dr
=
∫ ∞
r=0
Pr
[
β ∈ [ε, 1] and √n exp
(
nλ˜2
2
β
1 + β
)
≥ r
]
dr.
The change of variables r = n exp
(
nλ˜2
2
t
1+t
)
yields
=
∫ ∞
t=−1
Pr [β ∈ [ε, 1] and β ≥ t] exp
(
nλ˜2
2
t
1 + t
)
n3/2λ˜2
2(1 + t)2
dt
≤
∫ ε
t=−1
Pr [β ≥ ε] exp
(
nλ˜2
2
t
1 + t
)
n3/2λ˜2
2(1 + t)2
dt +
∫ 1
t=ε
Pr [β ≥ t] exp
(
nλ˜2
2
t
1 + t
)
n3/2λ˜2
2(1 + t)2
dt.
Recalling the definition of rate function (Definition 2.3) and explicitly evaluating the integral in the first
term,
.
√
n exp
(
−nfn,X (ε1/d) + nλ˜
2
2
ε
1 + ε
)
+
n3/2
∫ 1
t=ε
exp
(
−nfn,X (t1/d) + nλ˜
2
2
t
1 + t
)
dt.
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Recall that by condition (iii) of the theorem hypothesis, we are guaranteed λ < λ∗ and fX (t) ≥ (λ
∗)2
2
td
1+td
for all t ∈ (0, 1). Combining this with the uniform convergence fn,x ≥ bn,X → fX (see Definition 2.3) and
the fact λ˜ = λ + o(1) yields the following: there exists a constant γ > 0 (depending on λ, ε but not on n)
such that for sufficiently large n and for all t ∈ [ε, 1) we have fn,X (t1/d) ≥ λ˜22 t1+t + γ. It then follows that
both terms above are bounded above by n3/2 exp(−nγ) = o(1) and so we have M1 = o(1).
Note that this last step cannot be extended to all t ∈ [0, 1) because fX (t) = λ22 t
d
1+td
= 0 at t = 0; for this
reason the [0, ε) interval requires separate consideration.
5.3 Interval [0, ε)
For this case, the argument above is not enough and we will need to use the local subgaussian condition to
control the deviations near zero. However, we do not need to use noise conditioning here and will revert to
the standard second moment as in prior work (e.g. [MRZ15, BMVX16, PWBM16]).
Starting from the definition (9) of m, we drop the conditioning on Ω and use the Gaussian moment-
generating function to explicitly compute the expectation over T ∼ Qn:
m(β) ≤ E
T∼Qn
exp
(
nλ
2
〈T, x⊗d + x′⊗d〉 − nλ
2
2
)
= exp
(
1
2
· 2
n
· n
2λ2
4
〈x⊗d + x′⊗d, x⊗d + x′⊗d〉 − nλ
2
2
)
= exp
(
nλ2
2
〈x⊗d, x′⊗d〉
)
= exp
(
nλ2
2
β
)
, m2(β).
A helpful trick in performing this computation is to note that 〈T, x⊗d〉 = 〈T ′, x⊗d〉 where T ′ is the asymmetric
precursor tensor with N (0, 2/n) entries. Note that m2 is an increasing function of β. Letting b = 1 for d
even and b = 2 for d odd, we have
M2 = Pr[β = 0] + bEβ[1β∈(0,ε)m2(β)]
= Pr[β = 0] + b
∫ ∞
r=0
Pr
[
1β∈(0,ε)m2(β) ≥ r
]
dr
= Pr[β = 0] + b
∫ ∞
r=0
Pr
[
β ∈ (0, ε) and exp
(
nλ2
2
β
)
≥ r
]
dr.
The change of variables r = exp
(
nλ2
2 s
)
yields
= Pr[β = 0] + b
∫ ∞
s=−∞
Pr [β ∈ (0, ε) and β ≥ s] exp
(
nλ2
2
s
)
nλ2
2
ds
≤ Pr[β = 0] + b
∫ 0
s=−∞
Pr[β > 0] exp
(
nλ2
2
s
)
nλ2
2
ds+ b
∫ ε
s=0
Pr [β ≥ s] exp
(
nλ2
2
s
)
nλ2
2
ds
= 1 +
nλ2b
2
∫ ε
s=0
Pr[〈x, x′〉 ≥ s1/d] exp
(
nλ2
2
s
)
ds
, 1 +M ′2.
Here we have used the fact Pr[β = 0] + bPr[β > 0] = 1 (since 〈x, x′〉 has a symmetric distribution).
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Letting s = td,
M ′2 . n
∫ ε1/d
t=0
Pr[〈x, x′〉 ≥ t] exp
(
nλ2
2
td
)
td−1dt.
Let η > 0, to be chosen later. Choose ε small enough so that we can apply the local subgaussian bound,
obtaining
. n
∫ ε1/d
t=0
exp
(
− n
2σ2 + η
t2 +
nλ2
2
td
)
td−1dt. (10)
First consider the d ≥ 3 case. Here the t2 term dominates the td term, and so (by choosing ε sufficiently
small) we have, for some constant c > 0,
M ′2 . n
∫ ε1/d
t=0
exp
(−nct2) td−1dt ≤ n ∫ ∞
t=0
exp
(−nct2) td−1dt = n
2
(cn)−d/2 Γ(d/2) = o(1).
Now consider the d = 2 case. Now the t2 and td terms in (10) are of the same order, so it is important
that we have the correct subgaussian constant σ2. By hypothesis (v) of the theorem, we are guaranteed that
λ < 1/σ and so by choosing η small enough we again have have a constant c > 0 such that
M ′2 . n
∫ ε1/d
t=0
exp
(−nct2) t dt ≤ n ∫ ∞
t=0
exp
(−nct2) t dt = 1
2c
= O(1).
In conclusion, we have shown M2 = 1+ o(1) for d ≥ 3, and M2 = O(1) for d = 2.
5.4 Proof of non-detection
Combining the results from the previous subsections, we have that the χ2-divergence
χ2(P˜n || Qn) ,M − 1 = (1 + o(1))(M1 +M2)− 1
is o(1) for d ≥ 3 and O(1) for d = 2. As discussed in Section 2.1, this has the following consequences. If d ≥ 3
we have TV(P˜n, Qn) = o(1); since TV(Pn, P˜n) = o(1) this implies TV(Pn, Qn) = o(1), and so weak detection
is impossible. For all d ≥ 2 we have P˜n ⊳Qn, implying Pn ⊳Qn, and so strong detection is impossible.
5.5 Proof of non-recovery
We will show that in the d ≥ 3 case, weak recovery is impossible. In this case we have shown TV(Pn, Qn) =
o(1). Therefore, in order to show that weak recovery is impossible under Pn, it is sufficient to show that
weak recovery is impossible under Qn (i.e. we need to show that weak recovery is impossible when given
only knowledge of the prior X and nothing else). Assume on the contrary that weak recovery is possible
under Qn; this means there is a deterministic unit vector v such that Prx∼X [|〈v, x〉| ≥ ε] ≥ ε for some
ε > 0 not depending on n. We will show that this allows us to perform weak detection, contradicting the
above. Given a sample T from either Pn or Qn, consider the statistic m = 〈v⊗d, T 〉 where v is defined
above. When T ∼ Qn we have m ∼ N (0, 2/n), which is o(1) with probability 1− o(1) as n→∞. If instead
T ∼ Pn then m = λ〈v, x〉d + 〈v⊗d,W 〉. The second term is o(1) with probability 1− o(1), but the first term
exceeds λεd = Θ(1) in absolute value with probability ε. We therefore have the following distinguisher which
performs weak detection: if |m| ≥ λεd/2, output ‘Pn’; otherwise guess randomly.
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A Asymptotics for the spherical prior
Here we will derive the asymptotic expressions given in Section 1.2 for various bounds for the spherical prior.
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A.1 Lower bound λ∗sph,d
Consider the threshold λ , λ∗sph,d from Theorem 3.2, i.e. λ takes on the supremal value for which
λ2
2
td
1 + td
≤ −1
2
log(1− t2)
for all t ∈ [0, 1). This inequality is not tight as t → 0, considering the derivatives at 0, nor as t → 1, where
the right-hand side becomes infinite while the left remains bounded. Hence there exists some point t ∈ (0, 1)
where λ2 t
d
1+td and − log(1 − t2) agree in value and derivative:
λ2
td
1 + td
= − log(1− t2), dλ2td−1(1 + td)−2 = t
1− t2 .
The latter equation yields λ2 = 2(1+t
d)2
d(1−t2)td−2 . Substituting into the first equation, we have
0 =
2
d
(1 + td)
t2
1− t2 + log(1 − t
2). (11)
This equation has a unique solution on (0, 1): if we divide by log(1 − t2), we have monotonicity as the
derivative is negative:
2t(2t2(1 + td) + (2 + td(2 + d(1− t2))) log(1 − t2))
d(1 − t2)2 log2(1− t2) ≤
2t(2t2(1 + td) + (2 + td(2 + d(1− t2)))(−t2))
d(1 − t2)2 log2(1− t2)
=
−t2+d
(1− t2) log2(1− t2) < 0.
Suppose that we evaluate (11) at the value
t = 1− 1
c1d log d+ c2d log log d+ c3d+ ε(d)
,
with ε(d) = o(d) as d→∞. We note the expansions
1− t2 = 2
c1d log d+ c2d log log d+ c3d+ ε(d)
+ O
(
1
d2 log2 d
)
, 1 + td = 2− 1
c1 log d
+ o
(
1
log d
)
.
Expanding (11), we obtain the equation
0 = c1 log d− 1
2
log d+ c2 log log d− 1
2
log log d+ c3 − 1
2
+
1
2
log 2− 1
2
log c1 + ε(d) +O
(
log log d
log d
)
= ε(d) +O
(
log log d
log d
)
if c1 = c2 =
1
2
, c3 =
1
2
− log 2.
With this choice of coefficients, the right-hand side is positive for a suitably large choice of ε(d) = o(d), and
negative for a suitably small choice. By the intermediate value theorem, it follows that the unique solution
of this equation in (0, 1) satisfies the asymptotics
t = 1− 2
d log d+ d log log d+ 1− 2 log 2 + o(1) ,
which in turn implies:
λ2 =
2(1 + td)2
d(1− t2)td−2
=
(
1
2
log d+
1
2
log log d+
1
2
+ o(1)
)(
2− 2
log d
+ o(1/ log d)
)2(
1 +
2
log d
+ o(1/ log d)
)
= 2 log d+ 2 log log d+ 2− 4 log 2 + o(1).
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A.2 Injective norm µd
Recall from Theorem 3.3 that the injective norm µd of WT(d) is given by µd = x
√
2/d, where x ≥ 2√d− 1
is the unique solution to
0 = g(z) ,
2− d
d
− log
(
dz2
2
)
+
d− 1
2
z2 − 2
d2z2
, z(x) =
1
(d− 1)√2d
(
x−
√
x2 − 4(d− 1)
)
.
We will locate this root asymptotically. Let x =
√
d log d+ d log log d+ dc, with c = O(1). It is easily
computed that
z2 =
d2
2(log d+ log log d+ c− 2 + o(1)) ,
so that g(x) = 1− c+ o(1). Hence the unique root is located with c = 1 + o(1), so that
µ2d = 2 log d+ 2 log log d+ 2 + o(1).
A.3 Upper bound Λ∗sph,d
We now develop an asymptotic understanding of the upper bound Λ∗sph,d provided in Theorem 3.4 and
Corollary 3.5. Recall:
Theorem 3.4. Fix d ≥ 3 and λ ≥ 0. Let X be any prior supported on the unit sphere in Rd. Let
T = λx⊗d +W be a spiked tensor drawn from WT(d, λ,X ). With probability 1− o(1) we have
‖T ‖ ≥ Ld(λ) − o(1)
where
Ld(λ) = max
m∈[0,1]
md
(
λ+
√
2d
d− 1
√
M(1 +M)
)
, M(m) = (d− 1)1−m
2
m2
. (12)
Corollary 3.5. Fix d ≥ 3 and λ ≥ 0. Let X be any prior supported on the unit sphere in Rd. Let µd be
given by Theorem 3.3 and let Ld(λ) be defined as in Theorem 3.4. If Ld(λ) > µd then strong detection and
weak recovery are possible for WT(d, λ,X ).
Our main result will be the following:
Claim A.1. Assuming λ =
√
2 log d+ o(
√
log d), we have Ld(λ)
2 − λ2 ≥ 2 + o(1) as d→∞.
Recalling from the discussion above that µ2d = 2 log d+2 log log d+2+ o(1), it follows that Ld(λ) exceeds µd
as soon as λ > 2 log d+2 log log d+o(1); at this point, reliable detection is possible according to Corollary 3.5.
This expansion matches the replica prediction of the next section. We prove the claim:
Proof. To produce such a bound, we can choose a value of m; thus take m = exp(−c/d log d), with c a
constant to be chosen later. Then M = 2c log d +O(d
−1), and one computes that
Ld(λ)
2 − λ2 ≥ m2d
(
λ2 + 2
√
2λ
√
d
d− 1
√
M(1 +M) + 2
d
d− 1M(1 +M)
)
− λ2
=
(
1− 2
c log d
+O(log−2 d)
)(
λ2 + 2
√
2λ
√
2
c log d
+
4
c log d
+ o(1)
)
− λ2
=
−2λ2
c log d
+
4λ√
c log d
+ o(1)
=
−4
c
+ 4
√
2/c,
which is maximized at c = 2 with a value of 2.
We conclude that the limiting (as n → ∞, in probability) injective norm of a spiked tensor exceeds that of
an unspiked tensor, thus guaranteeing reliable detection, as soon as λ2 > 2 log d+ 2 log log d+ o(1).
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B Replica predictions
In this appendix we give a non-rigorous prediction for the exact statistical threshold for spiked tensor
problems (as n → ∞) with any fixed d, using the replica method from statistical physics (see [MM09] for
an introduction). We expect the threshold predicted here to be correct for both strong detection and weak
recovery, and when d ≥ 3, also weak detection. Although the methods used here are non-rigorous, we have
high confidence in their correctness because replica predictions have been rigorously shown to be correct
in various related settings (e.g. [Tal06b, Tal06a, KXZ16, BDM+16, LM16]) using methods such as Guerra
interpolation [Gue03] and the approximate message passing (AMP) framework [DMM09, DMM10, BM11,
JM13].
We consider both the Rademacher prior and the spherical prior. (The sparse Rademacher prior can be
approached using the same techniques; see also [LKZ15] for the solution to the d = 2 case using different
methods.) It will be more convenient to rescale the observations as
T =
λd!
2nd−1
x⊗d +W,
where ‖x‖2 = n and the typical (distinct-index) entries of W are distributed as N (0, d!
2nd−1
). With respect
to the normalization in previous sections, this scaling preserves the meaning of the signal-to-noise ratio λ,
while matching the noise scaling conventions of [Gar85] (on which the following computation will be based).
B.1 Rademacher prior
The replica calculation for this problem in the unspiked setting can be found in [Gar85]. This section adapts
the computation to the spiked case. We observe the spiked tensor T as above where each xi is uniformly ±1.
Ignoring lower order terms (corresponding to non-distinct indices), the posterior distribution of x given T is
Pr[x |T ] ∝
∏
i1<···<id
exp
(
−n
d−1
d!
(Ti1···id −
λd!
2nd−1
xi1 · · ·xid)2
)
∝ exp
(
λ
∑
i1<···<id
Ti1···idxi1 · · ·xid
)
and so we are interested in the Boltzmann distribution over σ ∈ {±1}n given by Pr[σ |T ] ∝ exp(−βH(σ))
with energy H(σ) = −∑i1<···<id Ti1···idσi1 · · ·σid and inverse temperature β = λ.
The goal is to compute the free energy density, defined as f = − 1βnE logZ where
Z =
∑
σ∈{±1}n
exp(−βH(σ)).
The idea of the replica method is to instead compute the moments E[Zr] of Z for r ∈ N and perform the
(non-rigorous) analytic continuation
E[logZ] = lim
r→0
1
r
logE[Zr]. (13)
The moment E[Zr] can be expanded in terms of r ‘replicas’ σ1, . . . , σr with σa ∈ {±1}n:
E[Zr] =
∑
{σa}
E exp
(
β
∑
i1<···<id
Ti1···id
r∑
a=1
σai1 · · ·σaid
)
.
After applying the definition of T and the Gaussian moment-generating function (to compute expectation
over the noise W ) we arrive at
E[Zr] =
∑
{σa}
exp
n
λ2
2
∑
a
cda +
λ2
4
∑
a,b
qdab

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where qab =
1
n
∑
i σ
a
i σ
b
i is the correlation between replicas a and b, and ca =
1
n
∑
i σ
a
i xi is the correlation
between replica a and the truth.
Without loss of generality we can assume the true spike is x = 1 (all-ones). Let Q be the (r+1)× (r+1)
matrix of overlaps (qab and ca), including x as the zeroth replica. Note that Q is the average of n i.i.d.
matrices and so by the theory of large deviations (Crame´r’s Theorem in multiple dimensions), the number
of configurations {σa} corresponding to given overlap parameters qab, ca is asymptotically
inf
µ,ν
exp
n
−∑
a
νaca − 1
2
∑
a 6=b
µabqab + log
∑
σ∈{±1}r
exp
∑
a
νaσa +
1
2
∑
a 6=b
µabσaσb
 . (14)
We now apply the saddle point method: in the large n limit, the expression for E[Zr] should be dominated
by a single value of the overlap parameters qab, ca. This yields
1
n
logE[Zr] = −G(q∗ab, c∗a, µ∗ab, ν∗a)
where (q∗ab, c
∗
a, µ
∗
ab, ν
∗
a) is a critical point of
G(qab, ca, µab, νa) =− λ
2
2
∑
a
cda −
λ2
4
∑
a,b
qdab
+
∑
a
νaca +
1
2
∑
a 6=b
µabqab − log
∑
σ∈{±1}r
exp
∑
a
νaσa +
1
2
∑
a 6=b
µabσaσb
 .
We next assume that the dominant saddle point takes a particular form: the so-called replica symmetric
ansatz. The validity of this assumption is justified by a phenomenon in statistical physics: there is no static
replica symmetry breaking on the Nishimori line (see e.g. [ZK15]). The replica symmetric ansatz is given by
qaa = 1, ca = c, νa = ν, and for a 6= b, qab = q and µab = µ for constants q, c, µ, ν. This yields
lim
r→0
1
r
G(q, c, µ, ν) = −λ
2
2
cd − λ
2
4
+
λ2
4
qd + νc− 1
2
µ(q − 1)− E
z∼N (0,1)
log(2 cosh(ν +
√
µz))
where the last term is derived by first using the Gaussian moment-generating function to obtain the expression
lim
r→0
1
r
logEz
∑
σ
exp((ν +
√
µz)
∑
a
σa) = lim
r→0
1
r
logEz(2 cosh(ν +
√
µz))r
and then applying the replica trick (13).
We next find the critical points by setting the derivatives of G (with respect to all four variables) to zero,
which yields
ν =
λ2
2
dcd−1, µ =
λ2
2
dqd−1, c = Ez tanh(ν +
√
µz), q = Ez tanh
2(ν +
√
µz).
Recall that the replicas are drawn from the posterior distribution Pr[x |T ] and so the truth x behaves as
if it is a replica; therefore we should have c = q. Using the identity Ez tanh(γ +
√
γz) = Ez tanh
2(γ +
√
γz)
(see e.g. [DAM16]), we obtain the solution c = q and ν = µ where q and µ are solutions to
µ =
λ2
2
dqd−1, q = E
z∼N (0,1)
tanh(µ+
√
µz). (15)
The free energy density of a solution to (15) is given by
f =
1
β
lim
r→0
1
r
G(q, c, µ, ν) =
1
λ
[
−λ
2
4
(qd + 1) +
1
2
µ(q + 1)− Ez log(2 cosh(µ+√µz))
]
.
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Figure 3: The replica symmetric solutions for the Rademacher prior, given by (15). The left panel
is d = 2 and the right panel is d = 3 (which is representative of all d ≥ 3). The solid line is dqd−1
as a function of µ, where q depends on µ via (15). The dotted lines are µλ2 for various choices of
λ (with steeper lines corresponding to smaller λ). For a given λ, the intersections between the
solid and dotted line are the solutions to (15). Note that µ = 0 is always a solution. For d = 2,
a nonzero solution departs continuously from zero once λ exceeds 1. For d ≥ 3, two nonzero
solutions appear once λ exceeds a particular value (which depends on d).
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Figure 4: Free energy density of the replica symmetric solutions for the Rademacher prior (in the
n → ∞ limit), as a function of λ. The left panel is d = 2 and the right panel is d = 3 (which is
representative of all d ≥ 3). The dotted line is the zero solution µ = q = 0. For d = 2, the solid
line is the single nonzero solution. For d = 3, the solid lines are the two nonzero solutions with
the bottom line corresponding to the larger (in terms of µ) solution from Figure 3. For each λ,
the correct solution is the one of minimum free energy. The detection threshold is the value of λ
at which a nonzero solution first drops below the zero solution.
Figure 3 depicts the solutions to (15). Note that (15) always admits the zero solution q = µ = 0. For
d = 2, a nonzero solution appears once λ exceeds 1, recovering the eigenvalue transition of [FP07]. For d ≥ 3,
two nonzero solutions appear once λ exceeds a particular value λ∗1 (depending on d). The smaller of the two
solutions is nonsensical because the overlap q decreases with λ. In Figure 4 we plot the free energy density of
these solutions as a function of λ. For each λ we expect that the correct solution is the one of minimum free
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Figure 5: Overlap q = 1n |〈x, x̂〉| between the true Rademacher spike x and the MMSE estimator
x̂ (in the n→∞ limit), given by (15). The left panel is d = 2 and the right panel is d = 3 (which
is representative of all d ≥ 3). The MMSE estimator has norm ‖x̂‖ = q√n or else its MSE could
be improved by rescaling.
energy density. Therefore we conclude that the detection threshold occurs at the point λ∗2 > λ∗1 at which the
free energy density of the larger nonzero solution drops below the free energy density of the zero solution. In
Figure 5 we plot the overlap q between the true spike and the optimal (MMSE) estimator; this is the same
q as in (15). For d = 2 the overlap departs continuously from zero at the threshold, whereas for d ≥ 3 it
jumps discontinuously at the threshold.
For d = 2, the result of this replica calculation has been rigorously shown to give the correct strong
detection threshold (λ = 1) [PWBM16] as well as the correct recovery error for each λ [DAM16].
For large d, the predicted detection threshold λ∗2 approaches the constant 2
√
log 2, matching the bounds
in Theorem 1.4. See Figure 1 for a comparison between the replica prediction and our rigorous upper and
lower bounds.
For d ≥ 3, it can be shown rigorously that the threshold for λ given by the replica calculation is an
upper bound on the true threshold, both for strong detection and weak recovery. For recovery, this follows
from Theorem 1 of [KM09] combined with the I-MMSE relation [GSV05] along with the relation between
free energy and mutual information (similarly to equation (10) in [KXZ16]). For detection, this follows
again from Theorem 1 of [KM09], along with the fact (stated in [KM09], based on [GT02]) that the free
energy concentrates and thus provides reliable detection above the threshold. One can also deduce a rigorous
lower bound on the weak recovery threshold using Theorem 3 of [KM09] but it is weaker than our rigorous
lower bound (and in fact, numerically appears to coincide with the lower bound of the basic second moment
method without noise conditioning).
B.2 Spherical prior
The computation in this section is similar to that of the previous section, so we will skip many of the
details. This time we follow the corresponding unspiked computation in [CS92]. The problem setup and
normalization is the same as in the previous section except now the spike x is drawn uniformly from vectors
of norm
√
n. The only difference between this calculation and the Rademacher one is that we need to change
the “entropy term” (14). We have the free energy density
f =
1
β
lim
r→0
1
r
G(q∗ab, c
∗
a)
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where, borrowing the “entropy term” from equation (3.17) in [CS92], (q∗ab, c
∗
a) is a critical point of
G(qab, ca) = −λ
2
4
∑
a,b
qdab −
λ2
2
∑
a
cda −
1
2
log det(Q)
where Q is the (r + 1) × (r + 1) matrix of overlaps (qab and ca), including the true spike as the zeroth
replica. Again, since we are on the Nishimori line, the replica symmetric ansatz should be valid: qaa = 1,
qab = ca = q for a 6= b. This yields
G(q) = −λ
2
4
[r + r(r + 1)qd]− 1
2
log[(1− q)r((r + 1)q + 1− q)]
and so
lim
r→0
1
r
G(q) = −λ
2
4
(qd + 1)− q
2
− 1
2
log(1− q).
Solving for stationary points in q,
λ2
2
dqd−1(1− q) = q. (16)
The free energy density of a solution to (16) is given by
f =
1
β
lim
r→0
1
r
G(q) =
1
λ
[
−λ
2
4
(qd + 1)− q
2
− 1
2
log(1− q)
]
.
Qualitatively, the results are similar to the Rademacher prior of the previous section. For d = 2, a single
nonzero solution to (16) appears once λ exceeds 1. For d ≥ 3, two solutions appear once λ exceeds some
value λ∗1 (depending on d). The smaller of these solutions is nonsensical because q decreases with λ. The
larger solution becomes correct when λ exceeds λ∗2 > λ∗1, at which point its free energy drops below the free
energy of the zero solution. The detection threshold occurs at λ∗2.
For the matrix case (d = 2), we recover the threshold λ = 1 corresponding to the eigenvalue transition,
as well as the correct overlap q between the MMSE estimator and the truth (see Theorem 1.2); the MMSE
estimator is (asymptotically as n→∞) given by rescaling the top eigenvector to have norm q√n.
Following the argument style of Appendix A, one computes that as d → ∞, the squared predicted
detection threshold behaves as
(λ∗2)
2 = 2 log d+ 2 log log d+ o(1),
implying the cruder statement λ∗2 =
√
2 log d + o(1). See Figure 1 for a comparison between the replica
prediction and our rigorous upper and lower bounds.
C Sparse Rademacher tail bounds
Throughout this section we fix ρ ∈ (0, 1] and consider the sparse Rademacher prior XspRad(ρ). The notation
≃,. will denote statements that are true up to constants that may depend on ρ but not on any other
variable. Recall from Section 4.4 the sparse Rademacher rate function, which we will denote by f :
f(t) = min
ζ∈[max(ρt,2ρ−1),ρ]
G(ζ) + ζfRad
(
ρt
ζ
)
(17)
where
G(ζ) = −H({ζ, p− ζ, p− ζ, 1− 2ρ+ ζ}) + 2H(ρ)
and where fRad is the Rademacher rate function:
fRad(t) = log 2−H
(
1 + t
2
)
.
In this section (as discussed in Section 4.4) we prove the necessary tail bounds to show that f indeed
satisfies our definition of rate function.
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Proposition 4.8. Let x, x′ be drawn independently from the sparse Rademacher prior XspRad(ρ). Then for
any t ∈ [0, 1] we have
Pr[〈x, x′〉 ≥ t] . n3/2 exp(−nf(t))
where f is the rate function (17).
Proof. Let z be the number of indices on which the supports of x and x′ overlap, and let ζ = z/n. Note
that the set of possible ζ values is precisely the interval [max(0, 2ρ− 1), ρ]. In order to have Pr[〈x, x′〉 ≥ t]
we also need ζ ≥ ρt, which restricts us to the interval I , [max(0, 2ρ− 1, ρt), ρ] appearing in (17). Using
the Rademacher Chernoff bound we can write
Pr[〈x, x′〉 ≥ t] ≤
∑
z
Pr[z] exp
(
−nζfRad
(
ρt
ζ
))
. (18)
where z ranges over all integer values for which ζ = z/n ∈ I. Note that z follows the hypergeometric
distribution z ∼ Hyp(n, ρn, ρn) given by
Pr[z] =
(
ρn
z
)(
(1−ρ)n
ρn−z
)(
n
ρn
) .
By Stirling’s approximation we have n! ≃ nn+ 12 e−n and so (nk) ≃ √ nk(n−k) exp(nH(k/n)). (By A ≃ B we
mean there exist positive constants C1, C2 such that C1A ≤ B ≤ C2A.) This means
Pr[z] .
√
n exp
{
n
[
ρH
(
ζ
ρ
)
+ (1 − ρ)H
(
ρ− ζ
1 − ρ
)
−H(ρ)
]}
=
√
n exp {n [H({ζ, p− ζ, p− ζ, 1 − 2ρ+ ζ})− 2H(ρ)]}
=
√
n exp (−nG(ζ)) .
The result now follows by bounding the sum in (18) by n times its largest term.
Proposition 4.9. For every ρ ∈ (0, 1] there exist constants C, T > 0 such that when x, x′ are drawn
independently from XspRad(ρ), we have
Pr[〈x, x′〉 ≥ t] ≤ C exp(−nf(t)) ∀t ∈ [0, T ].
Proof. For small t, the last term ζfRad
(
ρt
ζ
)
in the definition of f becomes negligible (converges to zero
uniformly in ζ ∈ [ρt, ρ] as t→ 0 by Dini’s theorem) and so f(t) becomes approximately the minimum value
of G(ζ) over the valid range ζ ∈ [max(ρt, 2ρ−1), ρ]. The minimum of G(ζ) occurs at ζ = ρ2 and furthermore
G(ζ) is strongly convex. Let ζ∗ = ζ∗(t) be the minimizer in the expression for the rate function (17) so that
f(t) = G(ζ∗)+ζ∗fRad
(
ρt
ζ∗
)
. The above implies ζ∗ → ρ2 as t→ 0. We also have ∂2∂ζ2
[
ζfRad
(
ρt
ζ
)]
= ρ
2t2
ζ3−ρ2t2ζ ,
which converges uniformly (in ζ) to zero as t→ 0 in a neighborhood (for ζ) containing ρ2.
It follows from the above that we can choose T small enough so that there exists δ > 0 (depending on ρ
but not t) so that
G(ζ) + ζfRad
(
ρt
ζ
)
≥ f(t) + δ(ζ − ζ∗)2 ∀t ∈ [0, T ], ζ ∈ I.
Let ε be a small constant (depending on ρ but not t) to be chosen later. We first consider the sum (18)
over the values ζ ∈ I ′ , [max(0, 2ρ − 1) + ε, ρ − ε], i.e. discarding a small interval at each endpoint of I.
For ζ ∈ I ′, Stirling’s approximation yields (see the proof of Proposition 4.8 above)
Pr[z] ≃ 1√
n
exp (−nG(ζ)) .
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Now, starting from (18), we have∑
z : ζ∈I′
Pr[z] exp
(
−nζfRad
(
ρt
ζ
))
.
1√
n
∑
z : ζ∈I′
exp
{
−n
[
G(ζ) + ζfRad
(
ρt
ζ
)]}
≤ 1√
n
∑
z
exp
(−nf(t)− nδ(ζ − ζ∗)2)
= exp(−nf(t)) · 1√
n
∑
z
exp
(−nδ(ζ − ζ∗)2)
. exp(−nf(t))
where the last step follows from (the proof of) Lemma 10 in [BMNN16].
It remains to bound the terms in (18) for which ζ lies outside I ′. First consider ζ ∈ [0, ε] (in the case
ρ < 12 ). Here, instead of applying Stirling’s approximation to
(
ρn
z
)
, we apply the simpler bound
(
n
k
) ≤ (nek )k
to yield
(
ρn
z
) ≤ (ρnεn) ≤ (ρeε )εn. As above, we apply Stirling’s approximation to the other two binomial
coefficients in Pr[z], yielding(
(1−ρ)n
ρn−z
)(
n
ρn
) ≃ exp{n [(1− ρ)H (ρ− ζ
1− ρ
)
−H(ρ)
]}
≤ exp(−nG(ζ)).
Also, since ζ ∈ [0, ε] is far from the minimizer ζ∗ ≈ ρ2 (for small t), there exists a constant ∆ (depending on
ρ) such that
G(ζ) + ζfRad
(
ρt
ζ
)
≥ f(t) + ∆ ∀t ∈ [0, T ], ζ ∈ [0, ε].
This yields ∑
z : ζ∈[0,ε]
Pr[z] exp
(
−nζfRad
(
ρt
ζ
))
.
∑
z : ζ∈[0,ε]
(ρe
ε
)εn
exp
{
−n
[
G(ζ) + ζfRad
(
ρt
ζ
)]}
≤
∑
z : ζ∈[0,ε]
(ρe
ε
)εn
exp(−nf(t)− n∆)
≤ exp(−nf(t)) · εn
[(ρe
ε
)ε
e−∆
]n
,
which is o(1) exp(−nf(t)) provided we choose ε small enough so that the term in brackets [· · · ] is less than
1; this is possible because limε→0+
(
ρe
ε
)ε
= 1.
A similar argument applies to the other boundary cases: ζ ∈ [2ρ − 1, 2ρ − 1 + ε] (for ρ > 12 ) and
ζ ∈ [ρ− ε, ρ].
D Sparse Rademacher asymptotics
In this section we analyze the ρ→ 0 asymptotics for our lower bound on the sparse Rademacher threshold.
Proposition 4.11. Fix any d ≥ 2. Let fρ(t) = fXspRad(ρ), the sparse Rademacher rate function. Let
λ∗ = λ∗(ρ) be our lower bound on the detection threshold for the sparse Rademacher prior, namely
(λ∗)2 = 2 inf
t∈(0,1)
1 + td
td
fρ(t).
In the limit ρ→ 0, we have
λ∗ ≥ 2
√
−ρ log ρ−O(ρ).
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Proof. Since x 7→ 1+xx is a decreasing function for x > 0, it is sufficient to prove the statement for d = 2.
Recall the definition of fρ (for ρ <
1
3 ):
fρ(t) = min
ζ∈[ρt,ρ]
G(ζ) + ζfRad
(
ρt
ζ
)
where
G(ζ) = −H({ζ, p− ζ, p− ζ, 1 − 2ρ+ ζ}) + 2H(ρ).
We can bound the Rademacher rate function fRad by using the bound H(a) ≤ log 2− 2(a− 12 )2 as follows:
fRad(t) , log 2−H
(
1 + t
2
)
≥ t
2
2
.
Our lower bound shows non-detection provided that
λ2 < 2 inf
t∈(0,1)
min
ζ∈[ρt,ρ]
1 + t2
t2
(
G(ζ) +
ρ2t2
2ζ
)
= 2 inf
ζ∈(0,ρ]
inf
t∈(0,ζ/ρ]
(1 + t2)
(
G(ζ)
t2
+
ρ2
2ζ
)
,
or equivalently,
λ2 < 2 inf
t∈(0,ζ/ρ]
(1 + t2)
(
G(ζ)
t2
+
ρ2
2ζ
)
∀ζ ∈ (0, ρ]. (19)
We perform the optimization over t in closed form. Since G(ζ) ≥ 0, the function t 7→ (1 + t2)
(
G(ζ)
t2 +
ρ2
2ζ
)
is convex on t ∈ (0,∞) with its minimum at t2 = 1ρ
√
2ζG(ζ). We will break into two cases depending on
whether this minimum occurs before or after the maximum allowable value ζ/ρ for t.
First consider the ζ values satisfying
1
ρ
√
2ζG(ζ) ≥ ζ
2
ρ2
(20)
so that the infimum over t in (19) is optimized at t = ζ/ρ. In this case we require
λ2 < 2(1 + ζ2/ρ2)
(
G(ζ)ρ2
ζ2
+
ρ2
2ζ
)
= 2
(
ρ2 + ζ2
ζ2
)(
G(ζ) +
ζ
2
)
,
or equivalently,
G(ζ) +
ζ
2
>
λ2
2
· ζ
2
ρ2 + ζ2
.
If ζ < ρ
2
λ2 then this is satisfied because G(ζ) ≥ 0, so we can assume ζ ≥ ρ
2
λ2 . We will use the bound
G(ζ) ≥ ζ log
(
ζ(1 − ρ)
ep2
)
. (21)
The motivation for the bound (21) comes from the argument in [BMVX16] where they compare the hyper-
geometric random variable to a binomial. One can prove (21) directly by showing that G(ζ)− ζ log
(
ζ(1−ρ)
ep2
)
is jointly convex in ζ, ρ (since the Hessian has positive trace and determinant) and has a stationary point in
the limit ζ → 0, ρ→ 0 (at which point the bound holds).
Combining (21) with ρ
2
λ2 ≤ ζ ≤ ρ and the fact that ζ 7→ ζρ2+ζ2 is increasing for all ζ ≤ ρ, it is sufficient
to show
log
(
1− ρ
eλ2
)
+
1
2
>
λ2
4ρ
.
Rearranging this yields
λ2
4ρ
exp
(
λ2
4ρ
)
<
1− ρ
4ρ
√
e
,
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or equivalently λ
2
4ρ <W
(
1−ρ
4ρ
√
e
)
where W(y) (for y ≥ 0) denotes the (unique) solution to xex = y. For y > e
we have W(y) < log y and so for sufficiently small ρ, we are done provided that λ < 2√−ρ log ρ−O(ρ) as
desired.
It remains to consider the other case: the ζ values for which (20) fails. In this case the infimum over t in
(19) is optimized at t2 = 1ρ
√
2ζG(ζ) and (19) becomes
λ2
2
<
(√
G(ζ) +
ρ√
2ζ
)2
and so it is sufficient to show ρ
2
2ζ > −2ρ log ρ. Assume on the contrary that ζ ≥ ρ4 log(1/ρ) . Combining the
bound (21) with the fact that (20) fails yields
ζ2
ρ2
> 2 log
(
ζ(1− ρ)
eρ2
)
.
Plugging in ζ ≥ ρ4 log(1/ρ) gives
1 ≥ ζ
2
ρ2
> 2 log
(
ζ(1 − ρ)
eρ2
)
≥ 2 log
(
(1 − ρ)
4eρ log(1/ρ)
)
= 2 log(1/ρ)− 2 log log(1/ρ) +O(1) = Θ(log(1/ρ))
as ρ→ 0, which is a contradiction for sufficiently small ρ. This completes the proof.
E Proof of MAP upper bound
In this appendix we prove the following upper bound:
Proposition 4.2. Fix d ≥ 2 and let X be a prior on the unit sphere in Rn, with bounded Re´nyi entropy
density: there exists δ > 0 with
lim sup
n→∞
1
n
H1−δ(X ) <∞.
Suppose furthermore that the varentropy V (X ) = Varx∼X [− logPrX (x)] is o(n2). Let s = lim supn→∞ 1nH1(X ),
the Shannon entropy density. Then when λ > 2
√
s, there exists a hypothesis test distinguishing WT(d, λ,X )
from WT(d) with probability o(1) of error (i.e. strong detection is possible) and furthermore there exists an
estimator that achieves nontrivial correlation with the spike (i.e. weak recovery is possible).
Proof. Given a tensor T , consider the statistic
m = sup
v∈suppX
〈T, v⊗d〉+ 2
nλ
log Pr
X
(v). (22)
We will show that thresholdingm suitably yields a hypothesis test that distinguishes the spiked and unspiked
models with o(1) probability of error of either type.
Suppose first that T is drawn from the spiked model WT(d, λ,X ) with spike x. Then
Em ≥ E
[
〈T, x⊗d〉+ 2
nλ
log Pr
X
(x)
]
= λ− 2s
λ
,
and moreover, 〈T, x⊗d〉+ 2nλ log PrX (x) concentrates to within o(1) with high probability, using a Gaussian
tail bound on the noise and Chebyshev on the entropy term, using the varentropy assumption. Thus for any
fixed ε > 0, m ≥ λ− 2s/λ− ε with probability 1− o(1).
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On the other hand, suppose that T is drawn from the unspiked model WT(d). Then
Pr
[
m ≥ λ− 2s
λ
− 2ε
]
≤
∑
v
Pr
[
〈T, v⊗d〉 ≥ λ− 2ε− 2s
λ
− 2
nλ
log Pr
X
(v)
]
=
∑
v
Pr
[
N (0, 2/n) ≥ λ− 2ε− 2s
λ
− 2
nλ
log Pr
X
(v)
]
≤
∑
v
exp
(
−n
4
(
λ− 2ε− 2s
λ
− 2
nλ
log Pr
X
(v)
)2)
= exp
(
−n
4
(
(λ − 2ε)2 − 4s λ− 2ε
λ
))∑
v
exp
(
λ− 2ε
λ
log Pr
X
(v)− 1
nλ2
(ns− log Pr
X
(v))2
)
≤ exp
(
−n
4
(
(λ − 2ε)2 − 4s λ− 2ε
λ
))∑
v
Pr
X
(v)1−2ε/λ
=
2ε
λ
exp
(
−n
4
(
(λ − 2ε)2 − 4s λ− 2ε
λ
− 2ε
nλ
H1−2ε/λ(X )
))
.
As Hα is monotonically decreasing in α, we have that
1
nH1−2ε/λ(X ) ≤ 1nH1−δ(X ) is bounded for sufficiently
small ε as n→∞; thus as ε→ 0, we have that
− 2ε
nλ
H1−2ε/λ(X )→ 0
uniformly in n. Thus, so long as λ > 2
√
s, we can choose ε > 0 such that this probability of error is o(1).
Hence, thresholding the statistic m at λ− 2sλ − ε, we obtain a hypothesis test with o(1) probability of error.
In order to perform weak recovery given T = λx⊗d +W , output the v that maximizes (22). From the
analysis above we have with probability 1 − o(1), 〈T, v⊗d〉 + 2nλ log Pr(v) ≥ λ − 2sλ − ε and 〈W, v⊗d〉 +
2
nλ log Pr(v) ≤ λ− 2sλ − 2ε. This means we have
λ− 2s
λ
− ε ≤ 〈T, v⊗d〉+ 2
nλ
log Pr(v) = λ〈x, v〉d + 〈W, v⊗d〉+ 2
nλ
log Pr(v) ≤ λ〈x, v〉d + λ− 2s
λ
− 2ε
and so 〈x, v〉d ≥ ε/λ, implying weak recovery.
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